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Abstract
In recent years with data storage becoming more affordable, every day, increasingly
large amounts of data are collected about everyone by different parties. The data
collection allows to perform data analyses that help to improve software, track user
behavior, recommend products, or even make large advances in the medical field.
At the same time, the concern about privacy preservation is growing. Differential
Privacy (DP) offers a solution to the potential conflict of interest between the wish
for privacy preservation and the need to perform data analyses. Its goal is to allow
expressive data analyses on a whole population while achieving a mathematically
accurate definition of privacy for the individual.
This thesis aims to provide an understandable introduction to the field of DP and
to the mechanisms that can be used to achieve it. It furthermore depicts DP in the
context of different privacy preserving data analysis and publication methods. The
main focus of the work lies on examining the practicability of DP in the context of
data analyses. We, therefore, present implementations of two differentially private
linear regression methods and analyze the trade-offs between privacy and accuracy.
We found that the adaptation of such a machine learning method to implement DP
is non-trivial and that even when applied carefully, privacy always comes at the
price of accuracy. On our dataset, even the better-performing differentially private
linear regression with a reasonable level of privacy produces a mean squared error
twice as high as the normal linear regression on non-privatized data. We, moreover,
present two real-world applications of DP, namely Google’s RAPPOR algorithm
and Apple’s implementation of DP in order to analyze the practicability at a large
scale and to find possible limitations and drawbacks.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, digital data about individuals has become increasingly detailed and
its collection and curation are facilitated due to constantly improving hardware
resources. Thus, massive amounts of data are collected by organizations, research
institutions, and governments. This data collection can be extremely useful in many
situations. In recent years, especially software development has started to rely
heavily on user feedback. When vendors distribute software to a large amount
of users, it is often hard to observe how the software is actually being used. By
collecting and analyzing usage data, vendors can get a deeper insight and improve
their products based on the observations. For research institutions or governments,
as other important stakeholders, medical or political datasets usually are of high
interest to understand complex relations in populations or particular subgroups.
At the same time, individuals are usually unwilling to share their private data,
especially if the data is considered to be sensitive. This impedes the gathering of
useful information or the discovery of previously unknown patterns from data
which are highly beneficial for the above-mentioned organizations [159]. So while
data collection is important for many parties, it can be hard to get the users to
collaborate and to convince them that their data is handled properly [88].
Differential Privacy (DP) represents a mathematical field that aims to solve this
conflict of interest [62]. It formalizes the notion of privacy and thereby allows to
formally prove that certain data collection methods can preserve the users’ privacy.
It represents a promise made by a data holder to an individual that he will not
be affected in any sense by allowing his data to be used in a study or analysis –
no matter what other sources of information, studies, or datasets are available. If
applied correctly, DP permits to reveal properties of a whole population or group
while protecting the privacy of the individuals [58].
To understand the importance of mathematically formalizing privacy, it helps to
look at some cases where data was handled without sophisticated techniques. One
of the most popular examples of a privacy disclosure occurred in the Netflix competition in 2007 [147]. The company started a competition and offered a 1 million
dollars reward to participants who would achieve a 10 % improvement in the Netflix recommender system. The “anonymized” training dataset that was published
consisted of viewing data from which Netflix had stripped off identifying informa-
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tion such as user names or IDs. This de-identification turned out to be insufficient,
as researchers were able to re-identify specific users in the data. The approach they
used was to link the anonymized Netflix dataset to the non-anonymized dataset of
the Internet Movie Database (IMDb), another movie rating portal [66]. This sort of
attack is called a linkage attack. Other prominent privacy failures due to the lack of
sophisticated privacy preserving data release techniques contain the AOL search
data leak in 2006 and the release of an “anonymized” medical dataset, in which,
linked with publicly available voter records, the governor of Massachusetts could
be clearly identified [148].
DP was introduced to protect against arbitrary risks going beyond the abovementioned examples. It was designed not only to prevent linkage attacks with
existent, but also with possible future datasets. Furthermore, it enables us to
quantify a privacy loss by a concrete value (making it possible to compare different
techniques), to define bounds of tolerated privacy loss, or even to quantify the
privacy loss over multiple computations or inside groups, such as families. It is also
immune to post-processing. This means that no data analyst can use the output of
a DP algorithm to make the algorithm lose its formal privacy level [66].
The goal of this thesis is to offer an understandable introduction to DP and to the
mechanisms that can be used to achieve it. Furthermore, the work aims to examining
the practicability of DP in the context of data analyses. The following chapter gives
an overview on related work on privacy preserving data analysis and publication,
on research conducted on DP, and on its application areas. Chapter 3 provides a
mathematical formalization of DP, describes the most common mechanisms, and
compares their qualities. Chapter 4 presents the experimental part of the thesis. This
part consists of the implementation of two differentially private linear regressions
in order to investigate the applicability of DP to machine learning algorithms
and to evaluate the trade-off between privacy and accurate results. Afterwards,
in Chapter 5, some real-world applications of DP are examined, namely Google’s
RAPPOR and Apple’s Count Mean Sketch and Sequence Fragment Puzzle algorithms.
The final chapter discusses the qualities and limitations of DP approaches and its
usefulness on machine learning tasks. Moreover, it gives an outlook on further
research questions.

2
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This chapter describes related methods used to achieve privacy preserving data
publication and analysis. Moreover, it reviews the literature that has been published
about DP in general and its application in several domains.

2.1 Other Methods for Privacy Preserving Learning and Data
Publication

Privacy preserving data analysis and publication has become a topic of broad
interest in recent years. The major goal is to use or publish sensitive data in a way
that it can provide useful information over a group of targets while preserving
the privacy of individuals. Over the years, different models have been proposed to
achieve this goal. It is interesting to review these methods because the basic ideas
of some of them can be found in the definition of DP, or because DP solves the
issues that these methods raise.
In general, there are two natural models for privacy preserving mechanisms: the
interactive or online and the non-interactive or offline one. In the non-interactive
setting, a trusted entity, the so called data curator, collects the data and publishes
a sanitized version of it. This process is called anonymization or de-identification in
the literature. A sanitization can include several techniques that are depicted in
Section 2.1.1.
In the interactive approach, the trusted entity provides an interface through which
users can query the data and obtain (possibly noisy) answers [58]. This approach is
often used if no information about the queries is known in advance, as this poses
severe challenges to the non-interactive model [66]. Any interactive solution yields
a non-interactive solution provided the queries are known in advance. In that case,
the data curator can simulate an interaction in which these known queries are
posed and then publish the results [59].
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2.1.1 Privacy Approaches in (Statistical) Databases

The aim of privacy preservation in databases is to limit the usefulness of a database
by only making statistical information available and by preventing that any sequence of queries is sufficient to deduce exact information about individuals [165].
In the following, some approaches to privacy preservation in databases are explained and the risks of privacy disclosure they expose are depicted. A broader
overview over security control mechanisms for (statistical) databases can be found
in [3, 55, 138, 158].

2.1.1.1 Data Perturbation

A widely used technique is data perturbation for which actual data values are
modified to dissimulate specific confidential individual record information [159].
The database queries are then conducted on the perturbed data.
Perturbation can be achieved by swapping individual values between different data
records from the same database [40, 46, 47, 54], replacing the original database by a
sample from the same distribution sample [95, 102, 127], and adding noise to the
values in the database [155, 157].
[70] found that when replacing a database with a sample from the same distribution,
if the distribution is smooth enough (when representing a distribution as a density
function, the smoothness measures how many times the density function can be
differentiated), it is possible to recover the original distribution from summary
statistics (see Section 2.1.1.6), thus violating the privacy.
Adding noise to the data offers the advantage that one can not determine the exact
values of an individual anymore. The data can still be approximated, but if the
noise is sufficiently large, an individual’s privacy is effectively protected [110].
However, increased noise makes the variance in the query answers larger, thus,
reducing the utility of the query outputs. This is not the only issue with noise
addition: if the level of noise is not chosen carefully, it also introduces the problem
of a bias. [110] showed that such a bias causes the responses to queries to have
a tendency to underestimate the true value. With this knowledge, an adversary
might find out more about an individual than he should.
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2.1.1.2 Output Perturbation

In output perturbation, the queries are evaluated on the original data but return a
perturbed version of the answers. Techniques include returning the answers only
over a sample of the database, so-called subsampling [44], rounding the output to a
multiple of a specified base [39], and adding random noise to the outputs [11].
Especially the approach of subsampling has proven to disclose individual information. If just a few members of a dataset are represented in a statistic, the background
knowledge that a specific individual is in the subsample becomes more powerful.
Furthermore, there is the concern that some of these few samples could belong to
outliers (data points that are very different from the average one). This would not
only decrease the accuracy of the statistics, but in many cases, outliers might be
precisely those individuals for whom privacy is most important [66].

2.1.1.3 Access Control

Another possibility to protect privacy in databases is to control the access to the data
itself. Several methods have been proposed to limit data access based on different
principles.
[115] use cryptographic techniques to ensure that only authorized users can access
the published documents. [19] and [20] describe data access based on a purpose
specifying the intended use of this data element. Therefore, purpose information
is associated with a given data element and only queries for that specific purpose
are allowed on the data. [120] depict the role-based access principle. In such an
approach, every user has a specific role and depending on his role, he has access
to different data records. [122] define an access based on situations. According to
them, a situation is a scenario in which data release is allowed or denied.
All these access control methods have the severe drawback, that they do not allow
to release entire databases publicly.

2.1.1.4 Query Restriction

The query restriction family includes techniques to control the overlap among successive queries [50], to suppress data cells with sensitive information in the answers of
a query [35, 36, 161], and to control the query set size [72, 135, 165]. The latter means
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that only those queries which access at least a and at most b database records are
allowed on the database.
There exist several privacy issues with the query set size control techniques. Snooping tools, called trackers, can be used to learn values for sensitive attributes. This is
done by using categories known to describe an individual to query other, potentially sensitive information about that individual [45]. But even without trackers,
these techniques do not offer sufficient privacy. If the presence of a record for an
individual named A in the dataset D is known, a differencing attack can be used to
extract information about A without querying it explicitly. Take as an example a
medical database containing a field with sensitive data, e.g., whether a person is a
smoker (represented by a 1) or not (represented by a 0). When only queries that
operate on a dataset with size > 1 and ≤ n are allowed, where n is the number of
database elements, the following two queries are sufficient to violate the privacy of
A and reveal whether he is a smoker by subtracting their results [66].
(a) SELECT SUM(isSmoker) FROM D
(b) SELECT SUM(isSmoker) FROM D WHERE name != ’A’

2.1.1.5 Query auditing

The idea behind query auditing is to decide, dependent on the previous t queries,
whether the next query is answered [27, 29, 50]. It can, therefore, be understood as
an online version of the query restriction method.
Query auditing is not effective because it can be computationally infeasible or
refusing to answer a query itself can be disclosive [66]. [28] showed that pure
SUM queries and pure MAX queries can be audited efficiently but that the mixed
SUM/MAX problem is NP-hard.

2.1.1.6 Summary Statistics

Another possible method to implement privacy preserving data publication is
building summary statistics. Instead of releasing specific data records of individuals,
only some pre-defined statistics are published. These statistics aim to summarize a
set of observations, in order to communicate the largest amount of information as
simple as possible.
Summary statistics are not safe, either. They can fail due to, e.g., the abovementioned differencing attack and background knowledge of an attacker. Imagine, for
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example, that a statistic over the average height of women in Europe is published.
If someone receives the information, that a certain woman is 10 cm smaller than
the average, her actual height can be calculated and, thus, her privacy is breached
[66].

2.1.1.7 Removal of Specific Identifiers

A further technique to anonymize databases consists of the removal of specific
identifiers from the data records such as names, IDs, addresses, etc. There is an
entire listing from the HIPAA (the 1996 US Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act) containing 18 categories of personally identifiable information
which must be redacted in research data for publication [88].
One of the most common attacks against databases that are sanitized this way is the
so-called linkage attack. This attack exploits that, even after removal of identifiers,
the richness of data can enable naming, which is the identification of an individual
by a collection of fields that seem, considered on their own, meaningless. Over
these combination of fields, the anonymized records of the dataset can be matched
against records of a different non-anonymized dataset, as it happened in the Netflix
example from Chapter 1 [147]. The fields that were used to de-anonymize the
Netflix dataset were the names of three movies watched by the users and the
approximate dates when they had watched them [66].

2.1.2 k -Anonymity

To deal with the shortcomings of simple data anonymization and to prevent the
linkage attacks, Samarati and Sweeney [133] introduced the concept of k-anonymity
in 1998. According to their approach, a release of a database is said to fulfill
the k-anonymity requirements, if the information for each individual contained
in the data cannot be distinguished from at least k − 1 other individuals whose
information also appears in the data.
The linkage attack depicts that, even if all explicit identifiers are removed from
the database, there exist quasi-identifiers, a set of attributes whose release must
also be controlled, because otherwise, the sensitive attributes of an individual
can be disclosed [147]. k-anonymity uses data generalization and suppression
techniques to achieve that every combination of values for the quasi-identifiers can
be indistinguishably matched to at least k individuals in one equivalence class.
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(a) Real data values.

(b) k = 4-anonymized database.

Figure 2.1: A fictitious database with hospital data, taken from [109].
In data generalization, specific values for different attributes are mapped to broader
value ranges to make the data less informative. [132] introduced the concept of
minimal generalization which is based on the idea to disturb the data not more than
necessary, and presented an algorithm to compute it. Figure 2.1 shows a table
with real data and its k-anonymized version after the generalization process. In
data suppression, entire data records are removed from the database. This makes
sense for outliers that might otherwise not really fit into the value ranges or render
them useless by broadening them too much. Data generalization and suppression
can also be used together, and thus, there might exist several solutions to achieve
k-anonymization.
Meyerson and Williams [114] showed that finding the optimal k-anonymity for
any k ≥ 3 is NP-hard. However, numerous algorithms have been proposed to
approximate k-anonymity [4, 8, 86, 93, 94, 133, 146, 167].
[109, 156, 160] showed that k-anonymity can prevent identity disclosure, thus, for
no individual it is possible to identify his exact record in the database, but that
it does not provide attribute disclosure. Attribute disclosure occurs if it is possible,
even without finding the exact record of an individual, to reveal his sensitive
attributes.
Attribute disclosure on k-anonymized databases can be achieved by two forms of
attacks, the homogeneity attack and the background knowledge attack [109]. A homogeneity attack can be carried out if the sensitive attributes lack diversity. Take as
an example Figure 2.1b. All individuals in the third equivalence class have cancer.
Thus, finding out the medical issue of an individual of which we know that it is in
this equivalence class, is possible even without identifying it directly. Background
knowledge attacks rely on partial knowledge about either an individual or a distribution of sensitive and non-sensitive attributes in a population. In Figure 2.1b,
if we can use our knowledge about a patient in the database to say with certainty
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that he is in the first equivalence class, and if we know that he is unlikely to have a
heart disease (because we know his family history or his ethnic background), it is
very probable that he is suffering from a viral infection.

2.1.3 ` -Diversity

To address these shortcomings of k-anonymity Machanavajjhala et al. [109] introduced `-diversity in 2006. The idea is to prevent homogeneity of sensitive attributes
in the equivalence classes.
An anonymized database is said to be `-diverse if in every equivalence class, there
exist at least ` different values for the sensitive attribute. Figure 2.2 shows an
`-diverse version of the hospital dataset from Figure 2.1. To breach any individual’s
privacy within the table, an adversary would need ` − 1 pieces of background
knowledge.
A drawback of `-diversity is that it can be too difficult or unnecessary to achieve.
Imagine a scenario with 10 000 data records with a sensitive attribute. Let the
attribute be 0 for 99 % of the individuals and 1 for the remaining 1 %. Both possible
values have different sensitivities. One would not mind being tested negative,
thus, in an equivalence class that only contains 0-entries for the sensitive attribute,
`-diversity is unnecessary. But to achieve 2-diversity, there would only exist 10 000 ·
0.01 = 100 equivalence classes, which would lead to a large information loss
[109].
[99] showed that `-diversity is, as well as k-anonymity, insufficient to prevent
attribute disclosure as there exist two possible attacks: the skewness attack and the
similarity attack. A skewness attack is possible if the overall distribution of the
sensitive attributes is skewed, like in the example with 99 % to 1 %. Imagine that
one equivalence class had an equal number of positive and negative records. Then,
the database would still be 2-diverse, but the risk of anyone in that class being
considered positive would be 50 % instead of 1 % which can harm the individual’s
privacy. Similarity attacks can be carried out if the sensitive attribute values in
an equivalence class are distinct but semantically similar. Take again the hospital
example and an equivalence class with sensitive attribute values lung cancer, breast
cancer, and brain cancer. These are different values, but all of them refer to a form of
cancer, thus, one can learn that an individual in this equivalence class has cancer.
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Figure 2.2: An ` = 3-diverse data table, taken from [109].
2.1.4 t -Closeness

To overcome the limitations of `-diversity, in 2007, Li et al. [99] introduced the
concept of t-closeness. A database is said to fulfill t-closeness, if the distance
between the distribution of the sensitive attributes in every equivalence class differs
from the distribution of the sensitive attributes in the entire table by at most a given
threshold t.
To calculate the difference between the two distributions, the Earth Mover Distance
[131] is used. This distance captures the minimal amount of work needed to
transform one distribution to another by moving distribution mass between them.
In 2010, [98] showed that t-closeness limits the amount of useful information that
can be extracted drastically and proposed a more flexible privacy model, called
(n, t)-closeness, that allows for more precise analyses within the privacy preserving
setting. Other work on t-closeness has been conducted by [142] and [21].

2.1.5 Secure Multiparty Computation

Secure multiparty computation (SMC) is a long-studied problem in cryptography.
It has been introduced in 1986 by Yao [164]. It aims to create methods to allow
several (untrusted) parties to perform computations over their input data together.
The computations should have the property that the parties learn the correct output
and nothing else about the other parties’ data [13, 25, 52, 76, 136, 163]. Several
implementations of SMC prove its feasibility [9, 10, 16, 53, 91, 107, 125].
The idea of SMC is very well applicable to privacy preserving data mining tasks. A
good example would be a group of hospitals who want to conduct data analyses on
their joint patient data for medical research. The hospitals can, for privacy reasons,
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not share their data with each other or with any other party. Other examples
include cooperations between intelligence agencies or companies that want to take
benefit from joint customer analyses [103].
[91] used SMC to analyze the wage gap between different subgroups in companies
in Boston. Therefore, the companies calculated the sums over the salaries for each
of the k different (ethnic or gender-related) subgroups and added different large
amounts of noise to each of these sums. Then, the k perturbed sums were sent to
one server of the Boston University that added up the sums over all companies
per subgroup. The k large numbers for the noise were sent to another server that
computed k sums, again over all companies per subgroup. At the end, the noisy
sums of the salaries were sent to the second server, where the sums of the noise
values were subtracted from it. This led to the discovery of the wage gaps without
revealing sensitive data from any company.

2.2 Differential Privacy
The field of DP has been introduced by Cynthia Dwork in 2005 in the context of a
patent [62]. Her first paper about the subject was published in 2006 [58].
Since then, a lot of work has been conducted to describe the properties and
mechanisms of DP and to review the results [57, 59, 64, 65]. The initial work mainly
focused on the question of the amount of noise that needs to be added to data to
achieve privacy. This led to the introduction of the Laplace mechanism [49, 56, 57,
63]. Based on this work, [42, 81] proved lower bounds for the noise-level needed to
achieve DP. Related to the question of noise addition, the research on a good choice
for the privacy parameter e which defines how well one’s privacy is protected
(small values of e indicate good privacy) has been conducted by several parties,
e.g., [92].
[7, 134] showed that the Laplace mechanism often fails to provide accurate analysis
results on numeric data that goes beyond count data because it requires the addition
of too large amounts of noise. They also proved that the mechanism also fails to
provide privacy over multiple queries, due to so-called tracker attacks. In such
attacks, an adversary poses several sets of repeating queries and uses the results
to estimate the scale and variance of the Laplacian noise. With this, he can restore
the real data from the noisy responses. Apart from these drawbacks of the Laplace
mechanism, there are datasets which are rendered useless when random noise is
added. For those datasets and non-numerical data, the exponential mechanism was
invented [113].
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The most complete work on the foundations of DP is the book “The Algorithmic
Foundations of Differential Privacy” written by Dwork and Roth [66]. It defines the
notion of DP, motivates its application, presents the mechanisms, their applications,
and complexities.
Moreover, the notion of DP has been extended in several directions and for several
use cases. Originally, the definition of DP was limited to neighboring databases
(see Section 3.1.1 on page 16). [22] investigated the implications of DP on databases
with an arbitrary notion of distance. Another weak point of the initial definition
of DP was, that it assumes independence of the database records. This might be
an unsafe assumption, as in the real world, there exist a lot of dependencies. To
counter this problem, [108] introduced the notion of dependent differential privacy
(DDP), that defines DP for databases with dependences between the records.
[61, 68] used methods from the field of robust statistics (a subfield of statistics
which attempts to cope with several small errors, e.g., due to rounding errors in
measurements) to create new DP methods. The resulting methods were privacy
preserving versions of the data scale, median, alpha-trimmed mean, and linear
regression coefficients estimations.
In [60], the authors proposed a method for distributed noise generation between
multiple parties. Such an approach has the advantage that no trusted data curator
is needed anymore. [111] showed limits of distributed DP for two parties.
To face the problem, that, due to the complexity of DP, the creation, or implementation of a lot of DP algorithms are incorrect, [48] developed a counterexamplegenerator for DP. This generator allows users to test their potential differentially
private mechanisms to see, if they really prevent privacy breaches.

2.2.1 Approximate DP

DP gives so high privacy guarantees, that its usage comes at the price of either
decreased utility of the query results or increased complexity. This led to the
introduction of several weakened definitions of DP.
Random Differential Privacy (RDP), introduced by [80], allows for more accurate
query results by replacing some database elements by other elements randomly
drawn from the same distribution.
[116] invented the concept of Computational Differential Privacy (CDP): whilst traditional e-DP achieves privacy against computationally unbounded adversaries,
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the relaxed version CDP provides privacy against efficient, i.e., computationally
bounded, adversaries.
The most popular version of approximate DP is (e, δ)-Differential Privacy. This
approach introduces the parameter δ which represents an upper bound on the
probability at which a DP mechanism is allowed to fail. With (e, δ)-DP, one needs
smaller databases to achieve the same level of accuracy in analyses as with e-DP.
Therefore, for databases of the same size, (e, δ)-DP achieves more accurate results
than e-DP [12, 18, 144].
As with e-DP, several approximate DP mechanisms can be combined on the same
database. [118] proposed an approximation algorithm to compute the optimal
composition of several (e, δ)-DP mechanisms with different privacy levels ei .

2.2.2 Relation between DP and other Methods

DP adapts several ideas from the basic privacy mechanisms of statistical databases,
e.g., the idea of data and output perturbation. But DP offers the great advantage
against the simple methods: it proves how much noise is needed to achieve a
certain level e of privacy. Also the idea of query restriction is incorporated in e,
with e being the maximum tolerated amount of privacy breach.
DP can also be combined with k-anonymity. [141] used k-anonymity as an intermediate step in the generation of datasets for DP, thereby reducing the sensitivity of
the data and the amount of noise needed. They showed that with this approach
query results became more accurate. [100] showed that when k-anonymization
is applied “safely”, it leads to (e, δ)-DP where the values of e and δ depend on
the choice of k and a value β. This β represents the sample probability, i.e., the
probability to include each tuple in the input dataset to a specific sample.
Domingo-Ferrer and Soria-Comas [51, 143] showed that t-closeness and e-DP are
closely related. In general, the strategy to create groups of indistinguishable records
is a key point for k-anonymity, `-diversity, and t-closeness. The authors proved
that when t-closeness is achieved by a strategy they call bucketization, i.e., putting
several sensitive attributes in so-called buckets, t-closeness can yield e-DP when
t = ee [143]. However, in this approach, the utility of the analyses depends heavily
on the choice of the buckets because if too many sensitive attributes are put in the
same bucket, the accuracy of the results is decreased. Two years later, the same
authors introduced stochastic t-closeness to account for the fact that DP is stochastic,
while traditional t-closeness is deterministic. Based on this concept, they showed
e
that even without bucketization and its related possible loss of utility, t = e 2 is
enough to achieve e-DP [51].
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SMC and DP address related but slightly different privacy concerns and application
use cases. SMC protocols enable multiple parties to run joint computations on
their individual secret inputs such that nothing except from the output of the
computation is revealed to each other. DP algorithms address the problem of how
to analyze data in a privacy preserving manner such that individual entries are
not exposed and yet meaningful and robust data analyses can be performed. In
some scenarios, one technology applies, and the other one may not, but sometimes
both technologies should be used together to gain the security needed. In [77],
the authors present a study on the application of SMC while preserving DP. [145]
proposes a system of a SMC protocol for the exponential mechanism (explained in
Section 3.2.4). [2] uses DP and SMC for smart metering systems. [126] combines
both mechanisms on time series data.

2.2.3 Application of Differential Privacy

DP has been employed in several application areas so far. See [88] for a complete
survey on the application of DP with different machine learning algorithms and
[87] for specific use cases of DP in big data.
Dwork stated already in the early years of DP that only with noisy sums (which
are easy to generate), a lot of data mining tasks, as finding decision trees [129],
clustering [14], learning association rules, etc. were possible [56]. But the authors
of [74] warned that a naive utilization of DP to construct privacy preserving data
mining algorithms can lead to inferior data mining results. This is when more noise
than needed is introduced which makes the mining results inaccurate. They then
proposed an algorithm which is a DP adaptation of the ID3 algorithm [123] to build
decision trees. This idea was later extended by [73] to the construction of random
decision forests.
In [1, 137], the authors presented their results of the application of DP for deep
learning. Other application areas of DP are personalized online advertising [105],
aggregation of distributed time series data [126], private record matching (identifying records between two different parties in their respective databases) [85], and
frequent itemset mining (in sets of items, finding the items that appear at least a
certain number of times) [101].
Furthermore, techniques from machine learning can also be employed to improve
the results of DP queries, as shown by [67]. They used boosting on DP queries and
showed that this achieved more accurate summary statistics.
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After the general introduction to the field of privacy preservation in data analysis
and publishing, and to DP and its usefulness, this chapter now examines DP from
a formal mathematical view. Therefore, first, the terms used in the context are
introduced. Then, based on a concrete example, the intuition into the mathematical
formulation of DP is given. Afterwards, e-DP and (e, δ)-DP are formally defined
and the meaning of the parameters e and δ is explained. Subsequently, an extension
of the definition of DP to group privacy and multiple computations on the same
dataset is presented. At the end of the chapter, the three basic mechanisms used to
achieve DP are depicted and compared against each other.

3.1 Mathematical Formalization of Differential Privacy
For the formalization of DP, the following terms are important. Their definition is
adapted from [66].

3.1.1 Notation and Terms

Data curator. A data curator manages the collected data throughout its life cycle.
This can include data sanitization, annotation, publication, and presentation. The
goal is to ensure that the data can be reliably reused and preserved. In DP, the data
curator is responsible for ensuring that the privacy of no individual represented in
the data can be violated.
Adversary. The adversary represents a data analyst that is interested in finding
out (sensitive) information about the individuals in the dataset. In the context of
DP even the legitimate user of the database is referred to as an adversary, as his
analyses can damage the individuals’ privacy.
Database. We can think of a database D as a multiset with entries from a finite
universe X . It is often convenient to represent a database by its histogram D ∈ N|X | ,
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in which each entry di represents how often an element k i ∈ K with 1 ≤ i ≤ |K|
appears in D. Here, N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. In the following, we will use the words
database and dataset interchangeably.
Take as an example a database containing the surnames of the five members of a
fictitious group. We can represent the database by its rows as follows.

Müller
Meyer
Schmidt
Müller
Mayer

Here, the universe X consists of all possible surnames. The collection of records has
the form {"Müller", "Meyer", "Schmidt", "Müller", "Mayer"}. A histogram notation could be [2,1,1,1,0,...,0], or for better understandability {"Müller": 2,
"Meyer": 1, "Schmidt": 1, "Mayer": 1} and a zero count for any other surname
from the universe.

`1 norm. The `1 norm of a database D is denoted by k D k1 . It measures the size of
D, i.e., the number of records it contains and can be defined as
|X |

k D k1 : =

∑ | d i |.

i =1

`1 distance. The `1 distance between two databases D1 and D2 is k D1 − D2 k1 . It
measures how many records differ between both databases and can be defined as
|X |

k D1 − D2 k1 :=

∑i=1 |d1,i − d2,i |
2

!
.

Neighboring databases. Two databases D1 and D2 are called neighboring, if they
differ only in at most one element. This can be expressed by

k D1 − D2 k1 ≤ 1.

(3.1)

Mechanism. DP itself is only an abstract concept. The realization of its mathematical
guarantees is done by a concrete mechanism, an algorithm that releases statistical
information about a dataset.
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3.1.2 Motivating Example

As stated in Chapter 1, DP addresses the paradox of learning nothing about an
individual while learning useful information about a population. Assume that
the information whether an individual is a smoker or not is sensitive. (This could
become the case, for example, if health insurances decide to raise the policy prices
for smokers.) If we want to find out the percentage of smokers in a population,
we need to be able to guarantee that no individual who provides his data for the
database will be harmed directly through his participation [66].
To see how DP achieves this goal, we can consider the following game adapted
from [168]. The game aims to find whether a given analysis method proposed by a
data curator provides DP for individuals whose data is treated with the method.
To do so, an adversary creates two neighboring datasets about some individuals’
smoking habits. Then, the data curator applies his method to one of the datasets
without the adversary knowing to which one. The data curator passes the result
of his analysis to the adversary who tries to guess from the result on which of the
datasets the method was executed. If he can tell the results on different datasets
apart and guess correctly, the privacy of the individual that is different in both
datasets is breached because the difference in both results allows conclusion about
his smoking habits.
We can describe the game more formally: A data curator implements a summary
statistic called K, K : N|X | → Rk for any k. This summary statistic can, for
example, be the percentage of smokers in a database. An adversary proposes two
neighboring databases D1 and D2 , containing information about the participants’
smoking habits, and a set S that represents a subset of all possible values that K
can return. As a simplification, we can assume that S is an interval.
In that very example, let D1 and D2 both represent the results from a survey
where the participants have been asked whether they smoke (1) or not (0). Let both
databases be chosen by the adversary with size n = 100 and let them have the
following form:
• D1 = {0 : 100, 1 : 0} (100 zeros) and
• D2 = {0 : 99, 1 : 1} (1 one and 99 zeros).
The adversary also gets to pick the boundaries of S = [ T, 1] such that K( Di ) ≥ T
if and only if i = 2. This means that the adversary knows that K has evaluated
database D2 .
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Figure 3.1: In the deterministic case, the probabilities for K to output 0 on D1 and
0.01 on D2 are both 1. If the adversary chooses any 0 < T < 0.01, he
can be sure, that when K outputs a value ≥ T, K was evaluated on D2 .
In the example T = 0.005 is represented by the dotted line.
The adversary’s goal is to use K to tell apart D1 and D2 , resulting in a loss of
privacy. The data curator has two opposing goals: First, he wants to pick a K such
that K( D1 ) and K( D2 ) are so close that the adversary cannot find a reliable T. This
preserves DP. Second, he also wants K to be a good estimate of the expectation to
perform useful analyses.

The deterministic case

If K is chosen to be a deterministic summary statistic, e.g., the mean-value over the
dataset, it would return K( D1 ) = 0 and K( D2 ) = 0.01. In this case, if the adversary
chose T = 0.005, he could reliably tell apart both datasets in each round of the
game. This setting is depicted in Figure 3.1.

The non-deterministic case

We understand from this example that in a deterministic setting, no privacy can
be achieved. Hence, to achieve DP, a controlled amount of random noise needs
to be added to the results of the queries [66]. This noise can hide the differences
between the datasets. One possible distribution that the noise can be added from is
the Laplace distribution, which is explained further in Section 3.2.3.
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(a) Noise from a Laplace distribution with scale b = 0.003.
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(b) Noise from a Laplace distribution with scale b = 0.03.

Figure 3.2: Different amounts of noise change the probability that the adversary
will mistake D1 for D2 . The level of privacy is, thus, given by the ratio
of the values for D1 and D2 at each point.
Figure 3.2 shows the probability distributions for possible query outputs over both
datasets after adding different amounts of noise from the Laplace distribution to
the original query outputs. The red shaded area represents the probability that
K( D1 ) will return a value greater than T. This is the chance that the adversary
will mistake D1 for D2 . In Figure 3.2a, the probability for K( D2 ) ≥ T is still a lot
greater than the probability of K( D1 ) ≥ T. A larger amount of noise, as shown in
Figure 3.2b, can lead to both shaded areas having nearly the same size.
From the visualization, it becomes intuitive that the amount of privacy of the
summary statistic depends on the ratio between the probabilities for D1 and D2 . At
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every point, the probability of obtaining a certain result with K when the database
is D1 should be close to the probability of obtaining this result when the database is
D2 . The closeness can be expressed by a multiplicative factor close to 1, e.g., (1 + e).
See Equation (3.5) for a mathematical formulation of this idea. The parameter e is,
thus, an upper bound for the loss of privacy by K.

3.1.3 e -Differential Privacy

The previous example gave an intuition about why adding noise is needed and
what the privacy parameter e expresses. This leads to the formal definition of
e-DP.
Definition 3.1 (e-Differential Privacy, adapted from [58, Definition ]). A randomized
algorithm K with domain N|X | gives e-DP, if for all neighboring databases D1 , D2 ∈
N|X | , and all S ⊆ Im(K)
Pr[K( D1 ) ∈ S] ≤ ee · Pr[K( D2 ) ∈ S].

(3.2)

Since D1 and D2 can be exchanged, this definition directly implies the following
lower bound
Pr[K( D1 ) ∈ S] ≥ e−e · Pr[K( D2 ) ∈ S].
Combining Equation (3.2) and Equation (3.3) we obtain the constraint


Pr[K( D1 ) ∈ S]
−e ≤ log
≤ e.
Pr[K( D2 ) ∈ S]

(3.3)

(3.4)

Here and in the following, the notion log x is used to express ln( x ).
[134] opt for a slightly different formulation, based on the idea of the multiplicative
factor (1 + e) that we saw in the motivating example. They define a mechanism to
be e-differentially private if
Pr[K( D1 ) ∈ S] ≤ (1 + e) · Pr[K( D2 ) ∈ S]

(3.5)

and call the other definition ee -DP. When e is small, the difference between (1 + e)
and ee is negligible. But already with e ≥ 0.5, ee is by at least 10 % larger. When
e increases, the values diverge considerably. However, ee is the commonly used
factor. [7] argue that working with ee has the advantage, that it corresponds to a
distribution curve already well known, the Laplace distribution curve. According
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to them, this curve has the qualities needed for DP: when the curve is shifted over
a certain amount, the ratio of probabilities for the original and shifted curve stay
within a predesignated boundary.
Working with ee , and thus logarithmic probabilities, has also other advantages in
the practical application with computers:
1. Computation Speed: The product of two probabilities corresponds to an addition in logarithmic space and multiplication is computationally more expensive than addition.
2. Accuracy: Using logarithmic probabilities improves numerical stability when
probabilities are very small, because of the way in which computers approximate real numbers. With normal probabilities they produce more rounding
errors.
3. Simplicity: Many probability distributions, especially the ones from which
the random noise is drawn, have exponential form. Taking the logarithm of
these distributions eliminates the exponential function, making it possible to
calculate with the exponent only.
e is often also called the privacy budget, as it limits the loss of privacy that an individual or a group is allowed to accumulate to protect their privacy. Equation (3.4)
shows clearly that small values for e correspond to good privacy. Especially with
e = 0, perfect secrecy is obtained. A good example for a mechanism exhibiting
the perfect secrecy property is the 1-bit one-time pad mechanism. The input to the
mechanism is a bit b ∈ {0, 1}. The mechanism chooses a new random bit p ∈ {0, 1}
and outputs (b + p) mod 2.
Theorem 3.2 (adapted from [64, Claim 1]). The 1-bit one-time pad mechanism yields
perfect secrecy.
Proof (taken from [64]). The universe of the databases is {0, 1}, as well as the image
of the mechanism. By exhaustively checking all the possibilities, we see that 12 =
Pr[K(0) = 0] = Pr[K(0) = 1] = Pr[K(1) = 0] = Pr[K(1) = 1]. Hence, plugging
this result of the mechanism into Definition 3.1 yields

∀ D1 , D2 , ∀S ⊆ Im(K) :

Pr[K( D1 ) ∈ S]
= 1 = ee ⇒ e = 0.
Pr[K( D2 ) ∈ S]

This perfect secrecy means that the output of the mechanism reveals no information
about the database. All perfectly private mechanisms are differentially private, but
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the class of differentially private mechanisms contains mechanisms that do not
yield perfect privacy. Instead, they provide some non-trivial information about the
database. We need that if we want to do (privacy preserving) analyses on the data
[64].

3.1.4 (e, δ) -Differential Privacy

e-DP has a high privacy requirement for mechanisms. But since adding too much
noise to the original data can limit the amount of information drastically, several
weakened versions of DP have been proposed. One of the most popular versions is
(e, δ)-DP [66].
Definition 3.3 ((e, δ)-Differential Privacy, adapted from [66, Definition 2.4]). A randomized algorithm K with domain N|X | provides (e, δ)-DP, if for all neighboring
databases D1 , D2 ∈ N|X | and all S ⊆ Im(K)
Pr[K( D1 ) ∈ S] ≤ ee · Pr[K( D2 ) ∈ S] + δ.

(3.6)

(e, δ)-DP allows to violate the requirements of e-DP to a certain additive degree
fixed by δ. If we look at (e, δ)-DP from a probabilistic view, we see, that δ represents
the probability that the mechanism’s output varies more than the factor ee between
two neighboring datasets [88]. Or more formally, the absolute value of privacy
loss will be bounded by e with probability at least (1 − δ) [66]. If δ = 0, (e, δ)-DP
is equivalent to e-DP [66]. Therefore, in the following we are going to use e-DP
instead of (e, 0)-DP.
This shows that δ should be small. Intuitively, that makes sense, because, with
a large δ, even if e = 0 (perfect secrecy), a mechanism that is (0, δ)-differentially
private, would breach privacy with high probability. A common heuristic to choose
δ for a database with n records is δ ∈ o (1/n). This is because with an (e, δ)DP mechanism, the privacy for each record in the database is given away with
probability δ. By expectation, the algorithm releases nδ records, thus, δ must be
smaller than 1/n [88]. But still, [42] showed that (e, δ)-DP is much weaker than
(e, 0)-DP, even when δ is very small in relation to the size n of the database.

3.1.5 Group Privacy

The notion of DP can also be extended to groups. But before discussing group
privacy, it is necessary, to define the notion of a group. Dwork [66] thinks of groups
mainly as families or related individuals. According to [150], every collection of
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individuals, such as political collectives, ethnic groups, but also groupings created
by algorithms, can represent a group. Taylor [106] goes even further and suggests
that it is best to see groups as nothing pre-defined that exists naturally, but as
something that is created by a data analyst. The need for privacy in groups emerges
with the fact that big data analyses are performed on large and undefined groups
to identify patterns and behaviors. A breach in privacy occurs if an analysis reveals
some sensitive property about the group even when no single individual can be
identified [150].
Theorem 3.4 (adapted from [66, Theorem 2.2]). Any e-differentially private mechanism
K is (ke)-differential private for groups of size k. Thus, it is for all databases D1 and D2
that differ in at most k elements and all ranges S ⊆ Im(K)
Pr[K( D1 ) ∈ S] ≤ eke · Pr[K( D2 ) ∈ S].
Proof (not given in [66]). Let D1 and D2 be two databases with k D1 − D2 k1 ≤ k.
Now, we can introduce databases Z0 , Z1 , ..., Zk with Z0 = D1 and Zk = D2 . For each
database Zi it holds that k Zi − Zi+1 k1 ≤ 1. With Definition 3.1 applied to them,
and with fixing any event s ∈ S from the ranges, we get
Pr[K( D1 ) = s] = Pr[K( Z0 ) = s]

≤ ee Pr[K( Z1 ) = s]
≤ ee ee Pr[K( Z2 ) = s] = e2e Pr[K( Z2 ) = s]
..
.
≤ eke Pr[K( Zk ) = s] = eke Pr[K( D2 ) = s].

This also shows that, if the group becomes larger, the privacy guarantee deteriorates.
However, this is what we want. If we replace an entire surveyed population with a
different group of respondents, we should get different answers. In (e, δ)-DP, the
approximation term δ degrades a lot when dealing with groups and we can only
achieve (ke, ke(k−1)e δ)-DP [66]. For further explanation about (e, δ)-DP in groups
see [144].

3.1.6 Composition of DP-mechanisms

Any approach to privacy should address the issues of composition. Composition
is the execution of several queries on the same dataset. These queries can be
independent, dependent, or even operate on each other’s outputs. DP can capture
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(a) Sequential Composition.

(b) Parallel Composition

Figure 3.3: For sequential composition, a series of computations with DP mechanisms is executed on the same database, one after the other. In parallel
composition, the mechanisms are applied to disjoint subsets of the
database in a parallel manner.
composition within one and within several different DP mechanisms. Certainly, the
parameters e and δ degrade. There are two forms of composition, sequential and
parallel composition [112]. Figure 3.3 visualizes the ideas behind both approaches.

3.1.6.1 Sequential Composition

Having multiple computations each of which provide DP, it will be shown that
they also provide DP if they are composed sequentially. This does not only hold for
computations that are run independently, but also when subsequent computations
use the results of the preceding computations [112].
Theorem 3.5 (DP for sequential composition, adapted [66, Theorem 3.14]). Let K1
with Im(K1 ) = S1 be an e1 -differentially private algorithm and let Im(K2 ) = S2 be
an e2 -differentially private algorithm. Then, their combination Im(K1,2 ) = S1 × S2 is
(e1 + e2 )-differentially private.
Proof (taken from [66]). Let D1 and D2 be neighboring databases. Fix any (s1 , s2 ) ∈
S1 × S2 , then
Pr[K1,2 ( D1 ) = (s1 , s2 )]
Pr[K1 ( D1 ) = s1 ] Pr[K2 ( D1 ) = s2 ]
=
Pr[K1,2 ( D2 ) = (s1 , s2 )]
Pr[K1 ( D2 ) = s1 ] Pr[K2 ( D2 ) = s2 ]



Pr[K2 ( D1 ) = s2 ]
Pr[K1 ( D1 ) = s1 ]
=
Pr[K1 ( D2 ) = s1 ]
Pr[K2 ( D2 ) = s2 ]

≤ e e1 e e2 = e e1 + e2 .

Repetitive application of this theorem leads to the following corollary.
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Corollary 3.6 (adapted from [66, Corollary 3.15]). Let Ki with Im(Ki ) = Si be an
ei -differentially private algorithm for i ∈ [
k], then the
 composition of the k mechanisms

K[k] ( D ) = (K1 ( D ), K2 ( D ), ..., Kk ( D )) is ∑ik=1 ei -differentially private.

Similarly, under sequential composition, in (e, δ)-DP mechanisms, the values for δ
also sum up. The following theorem is stated in [66] without a proof. We include it
here for the sake of completeness.
Theorem 3.7. Let Ki with Im(Ki ) = Si be an (ei , δi )-differentially private algorithm for
i ∈ [k ], then the composition K[k] ( D1 ) = (K1 ( D1 ), K2 ( D1 ), . . . , Kk ( D1 )) offers a level of

∑ik=1 ei , ∑ik=1 δi -DP [66].

3.1.6.2 Parallel Composition

While general sequences of queries accumulate privacy costs additively, when
queries are applied to disjoint subsets of the data, the bound can be improved.
When the input dataset is partitioned into disjoint subsets that are each subject to
DP-analyses, then the total level of privacy does only depend on the worst privacy
guarantee of all analyses, not on the sum [112].
Theorem 3.8 (DP for parallel composition). Let there be n DP-mechanisms Ki with
Im(Ki ) = Si each providing ei -DP when being computed on disjoint subsets D (i) of the
input domain D. Let K = {K1 , . . . , Kn }. Furthermore, let ri = Ki ( D (i) ) be their output.
Then, any function g(r1 , . . . , rn ) with g : 2K × N|X | → Rk is max ei -DP1 .

(i )

(i )

Proof. Let D1 and D2 be neighboring databases and let D1 and D2 be their ith
partition. As the databases are neighboring, they differ in at most one element.
( j)
( j)
(i )
(i )
Let this element be in the jth partition. Then, D1 6= D2 and D1 = D2 for all
i 6= j. Let K denote a sequence of Ki that are executed on the dataset D. Then,
for any sequence s of outcomes si ∈ Ki ( D (i) ), the probability is Pr[K( D ) = s] =
1 The

function can be anything that combines the outputs of the mechanisms, like the sum, the mean
value, etc.
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∏i Pr[Ki ( D (i) ) = si ]. Applying the definition of DP for each Ki , we have
Pr[K( D1 ) = s] =

∏ Pr[Ki ( D1

(i )

) = si ]

i

= Pr[K j ( D1 ) = s j ] · ∏ Pr[Ki ( D1 ) = si ]
(i )

i6= j

= Pr[K j ( D1 ) = s j ] · ∏ Pr[Ki ( D2 ) = si ]
(i )

i6= j

≤ eej Pr[K j ( D2 ) = s j ] · ∏ Pr[Ki ( D2 ) = si ]
(i )

i6= j

≤ emaxi ei ∏

(i )
Pr[Ki ( D2 )

= si ]

i

≤ emaxi ei Pr[K( D2 ) = s]
The transition from line 4 to line 5 holds because eej ≤ emaxi ei .

3.1.6.3 Advanced Composition

There is also the concept of advanced composition that covers more complex
scenarios. In addition to allowing the repeated use of DP mechanisms on the same
database, it should also be possible to use different DP mechanisms on different
databases that may nevertheless contain information relating to the same individual.
This is a possible scenario, as new databases are created all the time. Adversaries
may even influence the construction of these new databases, thus, in this setting,
privacy is a fundamentally different problem than repeatedly querying a single,
fixed database [66]. We call this setting k-fold adaptive composition.
Theorem 3.9 (DP for advanced composition, adapted from[66, Theorem 3.20]). For
all e, δ, δ0 ≥ 0, the class of (e, δ)-DP mechanisms satisfies (e0 , kδ + δ0 )-DP under k-fold
adaptive composition for
e0 = e

q

2k ln(1/δ0 ) + ke(ee − 1).

For the proof, see Theorem 3.20 in [66].
Note. Composition and group privacy are not the same thing and the improved
composition bounds in Theorem 3.9 cannot yield the same gains for group privacy,
even when δ = 0.
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3.2 Basic Mechanisms
After formalizing the notion of DP and its properties, the following section focuses on the basic mechanisms achieving this kind of privacy. We introduce those
mechanisms because they represent the basic building blocks for any advanced
mechanism, like the real-world applications depicted in Chapter 5.

3.2.1 Local and Global DP

In general, there are two different categories of DP mechanisms: local and global.
According to [63], in a local approach, the data is perturbed at input time. There is
no trusted data curator, thus, every person is responsible for adding noise to their
own data before they share it. In global approaches, the data is perturbed at output
time. For the global setup, every user needs to trust the data curator. Figure 3.4
visualizes both approaches.
The local approach is a more conservative and safer model. Under local privacy,
each individual data point is extremely noisy, and thus, not very useful on its
own. With large numbers of data points, however, the noise can be filtered out to
perform meaningful analyses on the dataset. The global approach is, in general,
more accurate as the analyses happen on “clean” data and only a small amount of
noise needs to be added at the end of the process [38].

3.2.2 Randomized Response

An early and very simple mechanism of local DP is randomized response, a technique
developed in social science to collect statistical information about embarrassing or
illegal behaviors [157].

Protocol

A simple yes-no question, that would otherwise give some private information
away, can be answered by behaving according to the following protocol:
1. Toss a coin.
2. If tails, then respond truthfully.
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(a) Local privacy.

(b) Global privacy.

Figure 3.4: In a local DP mechanism, each individual (data creator) adds noise
to his real data before allowing it in a database for analysis purpose.
This is necessary if the data curator is no trusted entity. In a global
DP mechanism, there is a trusted curator who collects the users’ data.
When the user data is queried, the curator adds noise to the answers to
achieve DP. Figures adapted from [38].

3. If heads, then toss a second coin and respond “Yes” if heads and “No” if tails.
The process is also visualized in Figure 3.5.
The privacy comes from the plausible deniability of any outcome. The “Yes” answer
is not incriminating anymore, since it occurs with probability at least 14 , whether
or not it is true for the participant. To find out the real percentage p of the “Yes”
answers, we can use the fact, that with perfect randomization, the expected number
of “Yes” answers is 14 times the number of participants not having the property and
3
4 times the number of participants having the property [66]. Thus, with p being
the real percentage of a “Yes” answers, the observed percentage q of “Yes” answers
p
is q = 41 (1 − p) + 34 p = 14 + 2 . So, after the survey, one can calculate the expected
percentage p from the observed percentage q by




1
p = 2 q−
.
4
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Figure 3.5: Visualization of the protocol of randomized response.

Accuracy

Of course, in reality Pr[heads] = Pr[tails] = 0.5 only holds, if we toss a coin n
times and n converges towards infinity. One has to keep this is mind when trying
to calculate the real number of “Yes” answers from the observed number. As stated
in Section 3.2.1, in any local DP approach, each data point is very noisy and only
with a large number of data points, the noise can be filtered out correctly.
To show how the accuracy of randomized responses depends on the number n of
participants, we implemented a simulation of the process. Therefore, we created a
datasets representing a survey that aims to find out how many smokers there are in
a population. The dataset contains 3000 records, 600 of which represent smokers.
Note. In the following, we will show, that the accuracy of the mechanism depends
only on the number n of participants and not on the percentage p of real “Yes”
answers. Therefore, we could have chosen any value for the percentage of smokers.

We then implemented a subsampling that, given a size n0 , selects n0 elements from
the database according to the original distribution of smokers and non-smokers. We
subsampled for all n0 ∈ {5, 10, 15, ..., 3000} to ensure that there are exactly 20 % of
smokers in each subsample. On each of the samples, we executed the randomized
responses protocol and counted the number of observed “Yes” answers to the
question “Are you a smoker?”. We then used Equation (3.7) to try to restore the
real percentage of “Yes” answers. Figure 3.6 displays the estimated percentages
and compares them to the real percentage. The diagram shows that with a growing
number of participants, the accuracy of the estimated result increases. But especially
in small datasets, the results obtained with randomized responses are barely useful
to reflect the real data.
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Figure 3.6: The x-axis represents the number of participants who have provided
their answer through the randomized response protocol. On the y-axis,
the percentage of smokers that could be calculated from the given
answers is displayed. The real percentage of smokers in the dataset and
every subsample is exactly 0.2.

Level of Privacy

Consider the previously described randomized response protocol executed with
fair coin tosses:
Theorem 3.10 (adapted from [66, Claim 3.5]). The randomized response technique
yields log 3-DP.

Proof (adapted from [66]). It is possible to reason in a similar way for each answer,
so we focus on the answer “Yes”. A case analysis shows that Pr[ Response =
Yes| Truth = Yes] = 43 . This is, because when the truth is “Yes”, the outcome will
be “Yes”, if the coin comes up tails (probability 12 ) or the first and second come up
heads (probability 14 ). Applying the same reasoning to the case of a “No” answer,
we obtain
Pr[ Response = Yes| Truth = Yes]
Pr[ Response = Yes| Truth = No ]

=
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3
4
1
4

=

Pr[ Response = No | Truth = No ]
= 3 = elog(3) .
Pr[ Response = No | Truth = Yes]

(3.8)
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Generalization of the Protocol

The idea of randomized responses can be generalized to probabilities α, β different
from 0.5, where α is the probability that you have to answer truthfully and β the
probability that you have to answer “Yes” in the second round [68]. Each answer of
a participant i of the survey can be modeled with a Bernoulli random variable Xi
which takes value 0 for “No” and 1 for “Yes”. Let p be the real percentage of “Yes”
answers over the whole population. We know that
Pr ( Xi = 1) = αp + (1 − α) β.
Solving for the percentage of real “Yes” answers p yields
p=

Pr ( Xi = 1) − (1 − α) β
.
α

When carrying out the protocol, due to the introduction of randomness, we cannot
restore p, but only make an estimate p̂. With a sample size of n, it is possible to
n
X
estimate Pr ( Xi = 1) with ∑i=n1 i . The estimate p̂ of p is then
p̂ =

∑in=1 Xi
n

− (1 − α ) β
.
α

To determine how accurate p̂ is, we can compute its standard deviation σ through
its variance. Assuming all individual responses Xi are independent and using the
basic properties of variance, we end up with
∑in=1 Xi
n

Var ( p̂) = Var

∑in=1 Xi
n

= Var
= Var

∑in=1 Xi
nα

1
= 2 2 Var
n α

=

!

α


=

− (1 − α ) β
α
!

1
n2 α2



n

∑ Xi

!

i =1

Var (nXi )

Var ( Xi )
.
nα2
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The standard deviation σ is defined as the square root of the variance. Thus, σ
is proportional to √1n . Multiplying σ by the number of participants n yields the
accuracy
of the estimate. One can easily see that the accuracy is proportional to
√
n (and does not depend on the real percentage p). Furthermore, Equation (3.8) in
the proof of Theorem 3.10 on page 30 suggests that the privacy parameter e can be
tuned by varying α and β [128].

3.2.3 Laplace Mechanism

The Laplace mechanism is a global DP mechanism that is most often used to
ensure privacy in numeric queries. Numeric queries or, mathematically, functions
f : N|X | → Rk , are one of the most fundamental types of database queries. They
map databases to k real numbers.

Notation

An important metric for the Laplace mechanism is the `1 sensitivity of a query
function.
Definition 3.11 (`1 sensitivity, adapted from [66, Definition 3.1]). The `1 sensitivity
4 f of a function f : N|X | → Rk id determined over all pairs of neighboring
databases D1 , D2 ∈ N|X | as:

4f =

max

D1 ,D2
k D1 − D2 k1 ≤1

(k f ( D1 ) − f ( D2 )k1 ).

This captures by how much a single individual’s data can change the output of
function f in the worst case [66]. In our example in Section 3.1.2, we worked
with the numbers of smokers in a database. The `1 sensitivity of a count function
(counting query) on that type of data is 1, because one individual can change the
result of the count by at most one, depending on whether he is a smoker or not.
Intuitively, it makes sense that, if any individual can change the output of the query
function a lot, we need to introduce more random noise to hide his participation.
One possible distribution from which the random noise can be sampled is the
Laplace distribution visualized in Figure 3.7. It is a symmetric version of the
exponential distribution.
Definition 3.12 (Laplace distribution, adapted from [66, Definition 3.2]). The
Laplace distribution (centered at 0) with scale b is the distribution with prob-
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scale b=1
scale b=2
scale b=5

0.4

probability

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

10.0

7.5

5.0

2.5

0.0
value

2.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

Figure 3.7: Different Laplace distributions for different scales b.
ability density function:
Lap( x, b) =

1 − |x|
e b.
2b

The variance of this distribution is σ2 = 2b2 . We use the notation Lap(b) to denote
a Laplace distribution with scale b.

Mechanism

The Laplace mechanism, which was first introduced by [63], works by computing a
function f on the data and perturbing each output coordinate with noise drawn
from the Laplace distribution. The scale of the noise needs to be calibrated to
b = 4 f /e 2 .
Definition 3.13 (Laplace mechanism, adapted from [66, Definition 3.3]). Given any
function f : N|X | → Rk , the Laplace mechanism is defined as:

K L ( D, f , e) = f ( D ) + (Y1 , ..., Yk )
where the Yi are independent and identically distributed random variables drawn
from Lap(4 f /e).
Note. Instead of using noise from the Laplace distribution, one can also use Gaussian noise with variance calibrated to 4 f log(1/δ)/e to achieve (e, δ)-DP. Both
2 The

division by e influences the scale of the distribution as follows: if we divide by an e with
0 < e < 1, the scale gets larger, if we divide by an e with e ≥ 1, the scale gets smaller. If we recap
the meaning of e, this is what we want: smaller e lead to the fact that larger amount of noise
(from a distribution with larger scale) are added, which yields better privacy.
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mechanisms behave similarly under composition, however, the use of the Laplace
mechanism is better because it allows δ = 0, which is not possible with Gaussian
noise [66].

Level of Privacy

Theorem 3.14 (adapted from [66, Theorem 3.6]). The Laplace mechanism provides
e-DP.

Proof. Let D1 , D2 ∈ N|X | two neighboring databases, and let f be some function
f : N|X | → Rk . Let p1 denote the probability density function of K L ( D1 , f , e) and
p2 denote the probability density function of K L ( D2 , f , e). We compare p1 and p2
at some arbitrary point z ∈ Rk . By using the formula of the Laplace distribution
from Definition 3.12, we obtain the following:
∏ik=1



1



| f ( D1 )i −zi |



exp −
4f
e



| f ( D2 )i −zi |
k
1
−
∏ i =1
4 f exp
4f
2 e
e



| f ( D1 )i −zi |
k
∏i=1 exp −
4f
e



=
| f ( D2 )i −zi |
k
∏i=1 exp −
4f
e


| f ( D1 )i −zi |e
k exp −
4f


=∏
| f ( D2 )i −zi |e
i =1 exp −
4f


k
e(| f ( D2 )i − zi | − | f ( D1 )i − zi |)
= ∏ exp
4f
i =1


k
e(| f ( D1 )i − f ( D2 )i |)
≤ ∏ exp
4f
i =1


e(k f ( D1 ) − f ( D2 )k1 )
= exp
4f

p1 ( z )
=
p2 ( z )

2

4f
e

≤ exp(e).
The first ≤ is due to the triangle inequality and the second one due to the definition
of the sensitivity being the maximum over all `1 norms. As a consequence, 4 f ≥
(k f ( D2 )− f ( D1 )k1 )
≤ 1.
k f ( D2 ) − f ( D1 )k1 for all possible D1 , D2 and hence
4f
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Accuracy

To evaluate the accuracy of the results obtained with the Laplace mechanism, we
implemented a simulation using the same dataset that we created to evaluate the
accuracy of randomized responses. We performed the same type of subsampling
as described above.
To facilitate the implementation, we then modeled the question of the percentage
of smokers in a population by counting queries. According to Definition 3.13, DP
in counting queries can be achieved by adding noise drawn from Lap(1/e). This is
because, as mentioned above, counting queries have sensitivity 1. In the simulation,
we set the level of privacy to e = log 3 to enable a comparability to the results
obtained with randomized responses.
During the simulation, we counted the number of smokers in each of the subsamples, added random noise from Lap(1/ log 3) and returned the result. At the end,
we divided the result by the number n0 of elements in the sample to determine
the percentages. Figure 3.8 displays the noisy estimates and the real percentage of
smokers in the dataset. We see that the expected distortion is independent of the
size of the database3 . The level of noise in the data is, thus, only dependent on the
choice of e (and the sensitivity of the data).

3.2.4 Exponential Mechanism

The third basic mechanism is the exponential mechanism that was introduced by
McSherry and Talwar [113]. It is, as well as the Laplace mechanism, a global DP
mechanism and it can operate on use cases where the two previously introduced
mechanisms fail.

Use Cases

The Laplace mechanism works well on data whose usefulness is relatively unaffected by additive perturbations, e.g., in counting queries. However, there are cases
where the addition of noise leads to a useless result. Take as an example a digital
3 For

very small sample sizes, the estimates exhibit a certain amount of noise. This can be explained
by looking at Lap(1/ log 3) ≈ Lap(1) which is visualized in Figure 3.7 on page 33. Due to the
variance of the distribution 2b2 = 2, noise values up to about 2 or −2 are not unlikely to appear.
In a subsample with size 5, there is only 1 smoker, thus, if noise with the amount 2 is added, the
distortion is very high. However, in comparison to randomized responses, the estimated value of
“Yes” answers converges to the real value already for quite small sample sizes.
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Figure 3.8: Simulation of the Laplace mechanism. The x-axis depicts the size of
the subset that the mechanism was executed on, the y-axis shows the
calculated percentage of smokers from the noisy responses. The real
percentage of smokers in every subset is exactly 0.2. The scale of the
y-axis in this diagram is the same as in Figure 3.8 to make comparisons
more intuitive.

goods auction. In such an auction, a seller has an unlimited supply of certain items
he wants to sell, like digital movies. For each movie, he wants to set the optimal
price that maximizes his profit. Given the situation that there are four potential
buyers. The first three are willing to spent 1 e on the movie, the fourth one is
willing to spend 4.01 e. By setting the price to 1 e the profit is 4 e, with a selling
price of 4.01 e, the profit is maximized to 4.01 e; but if the vendor sets the price to
4.02 e his profit is 0 e. This shows that the function to find the optimal fixed price
to sell the items is not robust to additive noise. Neither is it insensitive, as a single
bidder has the potential to shift the optimal price arbitrarily.
Another situation that cannot be captured by randomized responses or the Laplace
mechanism appears in analyses with non-numeric output. E.g., if we want to
learn a certain property about a population, like “What is the most common eye
color in Germany?”, or in machine learning, where a classifier can predict several
non-numeric categories.

Mechanism

Assume we are given some arbitrary range R. For our examples with the digital
goods auction or the eye colors, the ranges would be
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• R = {1.00, 1.01, 1.02, ... } and
• R = {Blue, Green, Brown, Grey}.
For the exponential mechanism, we need some utility function u : N|X | × R →
R, which maps pairs of database and output elements to utility scores. u( D, r )
represents how “good” the output r is for the database D. In the digital auction
example, the utility for a certain price would simply be the profit obtained with
this price on the given database of users. The sensitivity of u, 4u is measured
with respect to its database arguments. It can be arbitrarily sensitive in its range
argument.
Definition 3.15. The sensitivity of the utility function u : N|X | × R → R is given
by

4u = max
r ∈R

max

D1 ,D2
k D1 − D2 k1 ≤1

|u( D1 , r ) − u( D2 , r )|.

The idea of the exponential mechanism is to answer the posed queries with elements
from the real data. Each element is returned with a certain probability. Outputs with
high utility should be exponentially more likely than outputs with low utility. E.g.,
prices in the digital goods auction that cause a high profit should be returned with
an exponentially higher probability than prices that cause a low profit. Intuitively,
the rate of likeliness depends on the sensitivity of the utility function and the privacy
budget e. For a database
D,each
possible r ∈ R is returned with a probability


proportional to exp


log 

eu( D,r )
4u

and so the privacy loss can be approximated by

exp



eu( D1 ,r )
4u

exp



eu( D2 ,r )
4u


 =

e(u( D1 , r ) − u( D2 , r ))
≤ e.
4u

New data records that are added into the database could cause the utility of one
element to decrease and others to increase. If we, for example, add a user who is
willing to pay 3 e to the digital goods database, the maximum profit would not
be obtained by setting the price to 4.01 e, but by setting it to 3 e. The utility of the
price 4.01 e would thereby not be the optimal one anymore, whereas the utility of
3 e would raise from 3 e to 6 e, the highest profit possible. The actual mechanism
reserves half the privacy budget for this kind of changes, resulting in the following
formulation:
Definition 3.16 (Exponential mechanism, adapted from [66, Definition 3.4]). The exponential mechanism
 K E ondatabase D outputs an element r ∈ R with probability
proportional to exp

eu( D,r )
24 u

.
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Theorem 3.17 (adapted from [66, Theorem 3.10]). The exponential mechanism provides
e-DP.

Proof. We consider the probabilities that the exponential mechanism outputs a
certain element r ∗ ∈ R on the two neighboring databases D1 , D2 ∈ N|X | . We call
the element in which the databases differ d1 and d2 respectively.



Pr[K E ( D1 , u, R) = r ∗ ]
=

∗
Pr[K E ( D2 , u, R) = r ]


eu( D1 ,r ∗ )
24 u


eu( D1 ,r )
exp
∑r∈R
24 u

exp





eu( D2 ,r ∗ )
24 u


eu( D2 ,r )
∑r∈R exp
24 u

exp












exp



eu( D1 ,r ∗ )
24 u

!

∑r∈R exp



eu( D2 ,r )
24 u

!

exp



eu( D2 ,r ∗ )
24 u



∑r∈R exp



eu( D1 ,r )
24 u



e(u( D1 , r ∗ ) − u( D2 , r ∗ ))

!

=

= exp

24u

∑r∈R exp



eu( D2 ,r )
24 u

!

∑r∈R exp



eu( D1 ,r )
24 u





eu( D2 ,r ) !
  ∑
exp
r ∈R
24 u
e


≤ exp
eu( D1 ,r )
2
∑r∈R exp
24 u


eu
( D2 \{d2 },r )+eu({d2 },r ) !
  ∑
exp
r
∈R
24 u
e


= exp
eu
(
D
\{
d
}
1
1 ,r )+ eu ({ d1 },r )
2
∑r∈R exp
24 u
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eu({d2 },r ) !
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exp
exp
∑r∈R
r ∈R
24 u
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= exp
eu( D1 \{d1 },r )
eu({d1 },r )
2
exp
∑r∈R exp
∑
r ∈R
24 u
24 u
(3.9)
!



eu({d2 },r )
  ∑
r ∈R exp
24 u
e


= exp
eu({d1 },r )
2
exp
∑
r ∈R

24 u

!
 
e
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= exp
exp
2 r∑
24u
∈R
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e
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= exp
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e
e
≤ exp
exp
= exp(e).
2
2
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(3.10)

(3.11)
(3.12)

3.3 Comparison of mechanisms
|u( D ,r ∗ )−u( D ,r ∗ )|

1
1
≤ 1 because of the
The first ≤ results from the estimation of
4u
definition of the sensitivity of the utility function as the maximum over all pairs
Di , D j s and all r ∈ R. To get from (3.9) to (3.10), we use the fact that D1 \ {d1 } =
D2 \ {d2 }. From (3.11) to (3.12), we use the fact, that from a dataset that contains
only one element, we can only output this one element. Lastly, for the second ≤,
we use the definition of the sensitivity of the utility function again.

3.3 Comparison of mechanisms
Now, that we have introduced the three basic mechanisms for DP, we can compare
their qualities. An overview is provided in Table 3.1. We see that the Laplace and
the exponential mechanism can achieve any level e of privacy, whereas the amount
of privacy in the original protocol of randomized responses with α = β = 0.5 is
fixed with log 3. The accuracy of randomized responses increases with the number
of data points used. For the other mechanisms, the accuracy of the output depends
on the chosen privacy parameter e and the sensitivity of the query or the utility
function respectively. The use cases of randomized responses can also be covered
by the other mechanisms, however, randomized responses offer an important
advantage: no trusted data curator is needed. Thus, with sensitive data, the data
generators might prefer this mechanism over the others because their real data is
not saved by anyone.

Privacy
Accuracy

Application

Setting

RR (coin toss)

Laplace

Exponential

(log(3), 0)

(e, 0)

(e, 0)

Depends on n

Depends on e and
sensitivity of query
function

Depends on e and
sensitivity of utility
function

Binary questions

Numerical queries

Non-numerical
queries/ Data not
robust to noise

Local

Global

Global

Table 3.1: Comparison of the three basic mechanisms of DP.
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4 Implementation of a linear regression
preserving DP
After having introduced the basic DP mechanisms, in this chapter, we will use them
to implement a privacy-preserving linear regression. This experimental part of the
thesis has two main goals. The first one is to determine the trade-off between good
privacy and accurate machine learning results experimentally. Namely, we want
to investigate how the choice of the privacy parameter e influences the prediction
quality of the linear regression. The second goal is to examine the practicability
of DP in the context of machine learning. We chose linear regression because it is
the most basic machine learning algorithm and widely known. Furthermore, it is a
linear model, thus, its parameters and predictions are reproducible.
The following section gives a brief introduction to linear regression and how DP can
be applied to it. Then, the dataset that was used for the experiments is presented.
Afterwards, the two methods that were implemented to render linear regression
differentially private are depicted. At the end of the chapter, the results of both
methods are shown.

4.1 Linear Regression
Before applying DP to linear regression, we first give an introduction on the method
itself.

4.1.1 Definition of Linear Regression

Linear regression is a supervised machine learning method. Its goal is to predict
the value of one or more continuous target variables y, given the value of a Ddimensional vector ~x of input variables. More precisely, given a dataset with N
records {~xn }, n ∈ [ N ] together with the corresponding target values yn , the goal is
to train a model that is able to predict the value of y for a new value of ~x [14].
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In linear regression, the model is a function that represents the target value as a
linear combination of the input variables

~ ) = ω0 + ω1 x 1 + . . . + ω D x D
y = f (~x, ω
where ~x = ( x1 , . . . , x D )T [14]. The values ωi are often called weights.
The equation can also be written in matrix form. Let ~y denote the ( N × 1)dimensional vector that contains the targets of the dataset with N records. Furthermore let X be the ( N × D )-dimensional matrix that contains the input variables for
all data records. To account for ω0 , which is not dependent on any input variable,
we construct X̄ from X by appending a column to it that contains only ones. X̄,
~ be the ( D + 1 × 1)-dimensional weight
therefore, has dimension ( N × D + 1). Let ω
vector. Then

~y = X̄ ω
~.

(4.1)

In machine learning, the process of building the model from a dataset is often
referred to as training. The dataset that is used for the training is, therefore, called
the training dataset. In linear regression, the training process aims to find a weight
~ that is the best approximation for Equation (4.1). The quality of an
vector ω
approximation can be measured by a so-called cost function. The cost function
measures the distance between the predictions of the model ~y∗ and the true targets
~y. In linear regression, a common cost function is the mean squared error. It is defined
by
MSE =

1
N

N

∑ (yi − yi∗ )2 .

i =1

After the weights are determined by the training process, for a new element ~x, the
target y∗ can be predicted
p by multiplying ~x with the weights. The squared error
(y − y∗ )2 or the error (y − y∗ )2 indicate the quality of the prediction.

4.1.2 DP in Linear Regression

DP relies on the addition of noise to dissimulate the participation of an individual
in the dataset. In linear regression, there are several points where noise can be
added, some more suitable than others.
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4.2 The Boston Housing Dataset
Independently of the machine learning method that we want to
apply, we can privatize the dataset itself by adding noise to the data. There are
several publications about differentially private data publication, e.g. [26, 34, 162].
The main idea behind it is to learn the distribution of the data and to perform
a differentially private synthetic data generation based on this distribution. All
analyses can then be conducted on the synthetic data instead of the sensitive one.
[96] proposed such synthetic data generation for linear regression. His method first
uses the Laplace mechanism to produce a noisy multi-dimensional histogram of
the original data. Then, it generates a synthetic dataset according to the statistics in
the noisy histogram. Finally, it uses this synthetic data to compute the regression
model. This method offers the advantage that the amount of noise added to the
data can be adapted dependent on the analyses that one wants to perform on
it. It furthermore allows to execute the linear regression in a normal way, thus,
separating the privacy and the analysis part. However, the method only works
well for datasets with small dimensionality because of the complexity of the noisy
histograms.
The Dataset.

Another point in linear regression, where noise can be added
is the cost function. [23, 24] proposed solving a perturbed optimization problem to
create a differentially private logistic regression for cost functions that are convex
and doubly differentiable. [166] advanced a similar idea for linear regression with
arbitrary cost functions and called it the functional mechanism. The approach will be
explained more in detail in Section 4.3.2.
The Cost Function.

The Prediction Output. The last point in linear regression where noise can be
added is the prediction outcome itself. [139] proposed a general framework for
statistical analysis that utilizes both the Laplace mechanism and the exponential
mechanism and performs the perturbation on the prediction output. The drawback
of this method is that it requires the output space of the analyses to be bounded,
otherwise, calculating the sensitivity for the noise is impossible. However, in linear
regression, the output space is not bounded, thus, noise addition to the prediction
output is only possible after making several assumptions. An example of how these
assumptions would have to be made is given in Section 4.3.1.

4.2 The Boston Housing Dataset
We chose the Boston Housing dataset [82] for evaluation of the differentially private
analyses because it is one of the standard datasets used for linear regression
analysis. It consists of 506 data records, each containing 13 variables, so-called
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features that can be used to predict the target variable, namely the housing price in
$1000.
The features are [17]
1. crim: per capita crime rate per town,
2. zn: proportion of residential land zoned for lots over 25 000 sq.ft.,
3. indus: proportion of non-retail business acres per town,
4. chas: binary variable, indicating whether or not area bounds the Charles river,
5. nox: nitrogen oxides concentration (parts per 10 million),
6. rm: average number of rooms per dwelling,
7. age: proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to 1940,
8. dis: weighted mean of distances to five Boston employment centers,
9. rad: index of accessibility to radial highways,
10. tax: full-value property-tax rate per $10 000,
11. ptratio: pupil-teacher ratio by town,
12. black: 1000(Bk−0.63)2 where Bk is the proportion of blacks by town,
13. lstat: percentage of lower status of the population.
According to [66], correlation in data degrades the privacy guarantees. It is, therefore, useful to analyze the correlation between the different features in the dataset
and to keep only a subset of features that do not exhibit strong correlation between
each other but produce similarly good prediction results as the entire set when
being used to train a linear regression. The procedure of finding such a subset of
features is called feature selection [79]. [140] suggest that feature selection should be
performed in a differential private manner as well because otherwise, the privacy
of the individuals in the dataset can be breached. They proposed a DP feature selection mechanism. We will, however, for the sake of simplicity, use a conventional
feature selection mechanism and treat the resulting features as our initial dataset.
Figure 4.1 depicts all 13 features from the Boston Housing dataset and their
correlations over the data records. A value close to one indicates strong correlation,
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Figure 4.1: Heatmap displaying the correlations between the features and target
variables in the Boston Housing dataset. Values close to one indicate
strong correlation, values close to minus one indicate strong negative
correlation.

a value close to minus one indicates strong negative correlation. The visualization
indicates that the features that correlate most with the target price are lstat with a
value of −0.74 and RM with 0.7. This suggests, that these features are well suited
to be used when predicting the housing price. However, the correlation between
these two features is quite high with a value of −0.61 and should, therefore, not
both be in the selected feature subset.
To perform a feature selection that is not only based on the correlation between
features and target we used the Python scikit-learn library [121]. This library offers a
functionality called SelectFromModel that selects features based on the importance
of the weights in the trained model. Given the Boston Housing dataset and a linear
regression model, it selected features chas, nox, and rm.
To evaluate the performance of this feature subset we trained two linear regression
models, one on the three features and one on all features and compared the
resulting mean errors. We evaluated the mean errors over a 10-fold cross-validation
[14, p. 33]. This means that we divided both datasets into 10 different partitions,
each containing approximately 51 data records. We then trained and evaluated the
model 10 times. Every time, the training was conducted on 9 of the partitions and
the prediction was performed for the remaining partition. The mean error was then
calculated as a mean over all 10 errors from the cross-validation. On the full dataset
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of housing prices in the Boston Housing dataset.
with all 13 features, the mean error was approximately 5.1808, and for the smaller
dataset with the selected 3 features 5.9864.
When looking at the distribution of housing prices in the dataset depicted in
Figure 4.2, we see that the price range is between 5 and 50 thousand dollars. A
mean error of 5.1808, therefore, seems high. This indicates that the linear model is
probably not best suited for price prediction on this data. But given this baseline, a
mean error of 5.9864 on the three features seems tolerable.
Note. The distribution of the prices resembles a normal distribution with few
outliers in the middle. However, there is a large peak at the maximum value, 50
thousand dollars. Even though not documented anywhere, this suggests that the
prices were capped at $50 000.

4.3 Implementation
Based on the new dataset containing 506 data records with 3 features and one
target variable each, we implemented two differentially private linear regressions,
both based on the Laplace mechanism. The first implementation is a naive output
perturbation method we developed. It adds noise drawn from the Laplace distribution to the regression’s predicted values and serves as a baseline for comparison
with the second method which is an implementation of the functional mechanism
described in [166]. In both cases, the Laplace mechanism is most suited, because un-
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like randomized responses, it is applied to data output and, unlike the exponential
mechanism, it is applied to numerical data.

4.3.1 Method 1: Laplace Noise Addition to Prediction Output

For an implementation of the Laplace mechanism, it is necessary to determine the
`1 sensitivity (see Definition 3.11 on page 32) of the function that is executed on
the dataset. Without the sensitivity, it is impossible to pick the right scale of noise.
The function, in this case, is the linear regression. Even though linear regression
is a very basic type of analysis, its sensitivity is very hard to determine because
it would involve analyzing how much the regression output would change if an
arbitrary record in the dataset was modified. This is difficult because of the complex
correlation between regression inputs and outputs [166].
Nevertheless, it is still possible to approximate the results for a specific dataset.
This is what we did for the Boston Housing. To determine the sensitivity of the
linear regression, we would have to calculate the `1 distances over all pairs of
neighboring datasets and choose the maximum. This is, however, infeasible as there
exist infinitely many datasets and, unlike with, e.g., counting queries, where the `1
distance for every two neighboring datasets is either 1 or 0, the `1 distances for a
linear regression can possibly take any value.
As a first assumption, we, thus, fixed the Boston Housing dataset with its 506
data records as the first database, calculated the `1 distances to all of its possible
neighboring databases, and took the maximum of the resulting values as the
sensitivity. Yet, this approach has another drawback. There are still infinitely many
possible neighboring databases. Furthermore, we could construct an element that
would cause a maximum change in the regression output: Such an element would
consist of values of positive or negative infinity, according to the corresponding
weights. However, this element is no realistic database element. This leads to the
question of defining a realistic database element: setting value ranges for every
feature and for the target and deciding which value combinations are realistic and
which ones are not. At this point, we would have to make too many assumptions
that might, at least without the domain knowledge, be arbitrary and cause the
output to be unrealistic.
Instead, we made another more realistic, second assumption. It is difficult to
construct a neighboring database by changing one element in a way that causes
large changes in the outcome while the new database still remains realistic. We,
therefore, constructed a neighboring database by deleting the element that has the
largest influence on the regression output from the first database. According to
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[88], the definition of neighboring databases works equally on two databases with
one element that is changed between them, and with one element that is deleted.
Intuitively, the element with the highest influence on the regression output is the
one that, after training the model on all data elements, has the largest squared
error. This means that it is situated furthest away from the multi-dimensional
regression plane. In the Boston Housing dataset, this would be the data record
at index 368. To confirm this intuition, we performed a brute force analysis over
the entire dataset. With only 506 data records, this is computationally possible.
Knowing the original mean squared error over the entire dataset, we trained 506
different linear regression models, each with one element from the dataset left out
for training. For each of the models, we determined the mean squared error and
saved the difference between it and the original mean squared error. The model
with the largest mean square error difference (approximately 3.01) was the one
where the element at index 368 was left out, thus confirming our intuition.
Given the element with the highest influence on the regression output, we then
had the two neighboring databases to our disposal whose outputs differ most:
the original Boston Housing dataset, and the dataset where the record at index
368 was deleted. The sensitivity is then defined as the difference between their
outputs. We measured the difference between the two models by their prediction
quality, i.e., by their mean squared error. As stated above, the mean square error
difference between the two datasets was approximately 3.01 making it the value
for our sensitivity.
With the sensitivity for this dataset approximated, we implemented an approximation of a differentially private linear regression. To do this, we trained the
regression model on the original data and added noise drawn from Lap(3.01/e)
to every prediction output for different values of e. To select the value range for
e, we oriented ourselves by the values being discussed by different parties: In the
literature, there is no consensus about what values of e are “private enough”. Most
experts agree that values between 0 and 1 are very good, that values from 1 to 10
are various degrees of “better than nothing” and values above 10 do not imply
good DP [38]. According to Dwork, the selection of e is a social question and she
tends to think of it as 0.01, 0.1 or, in some cases log 2 or log 3 [56, 57].
Figure 4.3 shows the results obtained by method 1. For each value of e that we
sampled from {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 10.0}, we determined the mean error by a 10fold cross validation. The results depicted in the figure are the mean results over
100 repetitions of the experiment. The above-mentioned common values of e are
marked in the curve.
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Figure 4.3: Results of method 1: prediction output perturbation by the Laplace
mechanism. The x-axis depicts the values for e the the y-axis depicts
the corresponding mean error as an average over 100 repetitions, each
with a 10-fold cross validation. Both axes are scaled logarithmically.

4.3.2 Method 2: Functional Mechanism

The functional mechanism [166] enforces e-DP by perturbing the cost function of
the linear regression. For this mechanism, all values for features and also the target
variable need to be in the range [−1, 1]. We therefore had to perform a preprocessing
on the Boston Housing dataset that implements a feature-wise normalization of
the values to fit the range [−1, 1]. This was achieved by calculating the columnwise minimum and maximum value in the dataset, subtracting the corresponding
minimums from all values and dividing every value by the column-wise scale that
is the column-wise maximum minus the column-wise minimum.
We then implemented the mechanism as described in the paper and implemented
by the authors [75, 166]. The idea behind the algorithm relies on the fact that not
only the results of the cost function, but the function itself can be perturbed. Recall
~ . Publishing this vector
that training a regression model leads to a weight vector ω
would violate privacy since it reveals information about the data. Addressing this
issue by adding noise from the Laplace distribution directly to the components
~ is challenging because it would involve a sensitivity analysis of ω
~ which is
of ω
challenging due to the complex relation between the input values and the weights.
However, it is possible to inject noise directly to the cost function instead.
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Figure 4.4: Results of method 2: objective function perturbation by the Laplace
mechanism according to the functional mechanism [166]. The x-axis
depicts the values for e, the y-axis depicts the corresponding mean error
as an average over 100 repetitions, each with a 10-fold cross validation.
Both axes are scaled logarithmically.
To do so, the authors proposed writing the function as a potentially infinite polynomial of the weights and adding noise to the coefficients of the polynomial. The
sensitivity that determines the amount of noise is calculated from the `1 distance
of these coefficients over two neighboring databases. At the end, the weights that
minimize the perturbed cost function are determined and used to predict new
values.
Figure 4.4 shows the results obtained by this method. As the values for the features
and the target variable are scaled to the range of [−1, 1], the scale for the mean
error is different from the original one. For each value of e that we sampled from
{0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 10.0}, we determined the mean error by a 10-fold cross validation. The results depicted in the figure are the mean results over 100 repetitions of
the experiment.

4.4 Results
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 give a good impression on the results of the respective
mechanisms. For better comparability, we scaled the mean errors of method 2 up
by multiplying them with a factor that scales the original mean error of method 2
to the same value as in method 1. The results are depicted in Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.5: Results of method 1 and method 2 scaled to the same mean squared
error value for better comparability. The x-axis depicts the values for e,
the y-axis depicts the corresponding mean error as an average over 100
repetitions, each with a 10-fold cross validation. Both axes are scaled
logarithmically.

Given these results, it is possible to evaluate the model accuracy against different
privacy parameters.
One can see that for the smallest value of e that we sampled, 0.01, the mean
error of method 1 is nearly 100 times as high as the original mean error. With
e increasing, the mean error in this method drops exponentially, until it reaches
the original mean error at approximately e = 5. This indicated that for small e
(approximately e < 0.5), the prediction results returned by this method are useless.
When examining the distribution of the housing prices again (Figure 4.2 on page 46)
and remembering the shape of the Laplace distribution, we understand why the
results for small e are that poor. The distribution of the housing prices resembles
a normal distribution around $21 000. For such distributions, noise drawn from
the Laplace mechanism is very suitable. However, due to the peak at $50 000, the
scale of noise drawn from the Laplace mechanism has to be chosen much larger to
dissimulate the presence of data records with these large target values in the dataset.
The resulting scale is too large for the housing prices in the normal distribution,
rendering the average results highly inaccurate.
In method 2, for e = 0.01, the mean error of the noisy prediction is only approximately twice as large as the original mean error. With e increasing, the mean error
improves linearly with a small negative slope. Due to the perturbation of the cost
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function, method 2 does not reach a mean error as low as the original one. However,
for the values e ≤ log 2, it yields more precise results than method 1. As stated
above, according to [56, 57], these are the values that should be chosen for e. One
also needs to keep in mind that the parameter e is exponential. This implies that a
system with e = 1 is almost 3 times more private than a system with e = 2 and
over 8000 times more private than e = 10 [38].
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In recent years, several application frameworks for DP have been proposed by
different parties. Table 5.1 depicts an overview of the most popular ones and gives
a brief summary of their respective purpose. In the following, the two approaches
developed by the “big players”, namely Google and Apple, are presented and their
application in real-world data analysis is investigated.

5.1 Google’s RAPPOR
In Chapter 1, we pointed out that software development enjoys a large benefit
from analyzing user data. In 2014, Google proposed the RAPPOR (Randomized
Aggregatable Privacy-Preserving Ordinal Response) algorithm to achieve this goal
by retrieving statistics from end-user client software while preserving the users’
privacy [69]. In the following sections, we depict the RAPPOR algorithm, its
underlying data structures, the procedure to perform analyses on the privatized
data, and the application of the algorithm in Google’s own Chrome web browser
implementation. At last, we present the limitations and possible drawbacks of the
algorithm.

5.1.1 Algorithm

The RAPPOR algorithm relies heavily on randomized responses (see Section 3.2.2).
The inventors chose this mechanism to provide local privacy, a setting in which no
trusted data curator is needed. In this setting, users are most willing to contribute
their data. However, the original protocol of randomized responses is not suited for
scenarios with more than two possible answers. It can, furthermore, not represent
settings in which a single user can provide multiple responses. Thus, the protocol
had to be adapted for the RAPPOR algorithm.
To account for numerous possible answers and multiple answers per user, a bit
array can be used. Each bit bi in this bit array stands for a possible answer to the
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Year

Framework

Purpose

2009

PINQ [112]

Privacy INtegrated Queries platform which provides a DP programming interface through an SQL-like
language.

2010

Airavat model [130]

Integration of decentralized flow
control and DP to provide strong
security and privacy guarantees for
MapReduce computations.

2012

GUPT [117]

DP framework that extends the idea
of PINQ and Airavat. Also applicable to programs that were not developed with privacy in mind.

2014

Google’s RAPPOR [69, 124]

Technology for crowdsourcing
statistics from end-user client
software with DP guarantees.

2015

DP in Telco Big Data Platform [84]

Implementation of three basic DP
architectures in the Telco Big Data
Platform for data mining.

2015

E-health data release under DP [97]

Implementation of an efficient ehealth data release scheme with
consistency guarantee under DP.

2016

Apple’s iOS 10 [6]

System that enables identifying
popular emojis, popular health data
types, and media playback preferences in Safari over large groups of
users with DP guarantees.

2018

Uber’s SQL DP [41, 89]

Empirical study to determine the
requirements for practical DP on a
dataset of queries written by Uber
employees. Practical methods to
meet the requirements of DP.

Table 5.1: DP applications developed in recent years.
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survey question. If there are k possible answers, the bit array needs to consist of
k bits. If the user gives answer i, the bit bi must be set to 1. This approach works
for a finite number k of possible answers, but already when k is large, the size
of the bit array increases and the space usage gets inefficient. For infinitely many
possible answers, the approach fails completely. A solution to these issues is the
use of Bloom filters.

5.1.1.1 Bloom Filters

A Bloom filter [15] is a probabilistic data structure that can be used to efficiently
determine whether a data element is member of a dataset or not. Bloom filters
are implemented by a simple bit array with N individually addressable bits. This
makes the data structure highly space-efficient. Initially, every bit in the Bloom
filter is set to 0. To store data elements, hash functions are used.
In general, hash functions are functions that take data strings of arbitrary size and
compress them into strings of fixed size. The classic use of hash functions is as a way
to achieve expected constant lookup time for data elements. This is done by means
of so-called hash tables. For a hash function H with Im( H ) = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} the
hash table consists of N entries. A data element v is stored in the cell with address
H (v). In order to retrieve v, it suffices to compute H (v) and probe that entry in
the table. As N is usually smaller than the domain of the data elements, so-called
collisions can occur. A collision is a pair of distinct data elements v and v0 for which
H (v) = H (v0 ) [104]. In classical hash tables, there are various ways to account for
collisions, see [32].
In Bloom filters, hash functions are used to compute addresses for a given data
element. But instead of storing the element in the table, only the bit in the bit array
at the given address is set to 1. When several data elements are mapped to the
same address, collisions occur. But as no element is stored at its address H (v),
when performing a lookup for v, the collisions stay undetected and an element can
easily be mistaken for another. To reduce the chance of exact collisions between
two elements, Bloom filters use h different hash function per element. This way, for
each value v that should be stored, h different addresses a1 , a2 , ..., ah ∈ {0, ..., N − 1}
are calculated. Then, all h bits at the given addresses are set to 1 in the bit array
representing the hash table. To check, if a certain value is present in the hash table,
its addresses a10 , a20 , ..., a0h must be computed in the same manner as for storing a
value. If all h bits in the hash table are 1, then the value is accepted.
In his paper, Bloom showed that with a larger h, the fraction of errors decreases
until h gets so large that the a priori likelihood of each bit to be 1 outweighs the
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effect of adding information. For Google’s RAPPOR, h = 2 has proven to be the
best choice [69].
Still, intuitively, one can see, that with this method, there is a minimum possible
expected fraction of errors for any hash table size N. The errors are of the form that
the setting of the hash table indicates that a certain value v is present in the table,
even though it is not. This type of error is called false positive. The false positive rate
in Bloom filters is well studied [30] and in Google’s RAPPOR, it is considered to
introduce additional noise into the mechanism. As the entire mechanism relies on
noise introduction, this additional noise is tolerable [69].

5.1.1.2 Randomization in RAPPOR

In the RAPPOR algorithm, each user value collected for statistics is mapped into
a Bloom filter directly on the user’s device. The advantage that comes with the
use of Bloom filters is, that in addition to numerical values, also categorical client
properties, and even non-categorical values, or values from categories that cannot
be enumerated ahead of time, can be collected by computing their hash values and
storing them accordingly.
The RAPPOR algorithm consists of two main randomization steps, namely permanent and instantaneous randomized response, to insure the privacy of the users’
Bloom filters. Figure 5.1 visualizes the data flow from the original user value v to
the server.

For each client’s value v represented in the
Bloom filter B with size k and bit i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k in B, a binary reporting value Bi0 is
created which equals to
Permanent randomized responses.



1
Bi0 = 0


Bi

with probability 21 f ,
with probability 12 f , and
with probability 1 − f .

where f is a parameter in range [0, 1] that can be tuned according to the application.
It controls the longterm privacy guarantee. A high value for f causes good longterm
privacy. The original Bloom filter B is discarded and never saved. Instead, the
resulting B0 is saved on the clients device and reused as a basis for all future reports
on the user’s value v. This idea is called memorization.
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Figure 5.1: The value v represents the user’s real answer. This answer is encoded
in a Bloom filter B. Neither the original B nor v are ever stored on the
user’s device. Instead, a permanent randomized response step creates
a fake Bloom filter B0 from B which is saved. For every report, B0 is
randomized again to a bit array S, which is sent to the possibly untrusted
server of the operator.

The aim of memorization is to preserve privacy against attackers who have access
to multiple reports from the same user over time. Without this step, if the user had
to create a new randomized Bloom filter for each report, the attacker could estimate
the true responses for the bits in the noisy Bloom filter by a so-called averaging
attack. He would just have to analyze the percentage of reports in which the bits
are set to 1. With a certain amount of different B0 s for one user, an attacker could
estimate the true value v with increasing accuracy.
In Google’s RAPPOR algorithm, not every user uses the same set of hash functions
to create the Bloom filters from the original data. Instead, prior to data collection,
each user is randomly assigned to one of m so-called cohorts. Each cohort then uses
a different set of hash functions. The user has to save to which cohort he belongs
and send this number together with his reports, to enable analyses.
This measure has to be taken, because in Bloom filters several values map to
the same bit which causes collisions. Thus, it might be, that a specific set of
hash functions produces very close results for two values, making them hardly
distinguishable when performing the analyses. Another set of hash functions might
produce better distinguishable results for these two values, but close ones for other
pairs. By using different hash functions per cohort, the chance of accidental collision
for two values across all users is greatly reduced, leading to an improvement of
the false positive rate in the analyses. The authors emphasize that the number m
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Figure 5.2: An example of the randomization process of an original Bloom filter
B to the bit array S that is reported to the server with f = 0.5, q =
0.75, and p = 0.25. B is produced from value v by a mapping with
two hash functions, resulting in 2 bits being set to 1. As a result of
the randomization from permanent and instantaneous randomized
response, 9 bits in B0 , and 12 bits in S, are set to 1.
of cohorts should be chosen carefully, because if it is too small, collisions are still
quite likely, whereas, if it is too large, each individual cohort provides insufficient
signal in comparison to the noise introduced, due to its small sample size [69].

Every time a report is sent to the server, a
new bit array S of size k is allocated and initialized to 0. Then, each bit i in S is set
with probability
Instantaneous randomized responses.

(
Pr (Si = 1) =

q
p

if Bi0 = 1 and
if Bi0 = 0.

The instantaneous randomized response has several important functions. Instead
of reporting B0 , for every request a different noisy version of it is sent to the server.
This alteration makes it more difficult to track a specific client based on B0 , which
could otherwise be used as a unique identifier over time. It also provides stronger
short-term privacy guarantees, as more noise is added to the report. Figure 5.2
shows an example of how the randomization steps transform the original Bloom
filter B that contains the mapping of the users value v.

5.1.2 Level of DP

To calculate the level of privacy for the RAPPOR algorithm, it is necessary to analyze both randomized response steps individually. Due to sequential composition
(Theorem 3.5), the resulting values for e add up to the total level of privacy.
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In the RAPPOR paper [69], the authors show that the permanent randomized
response satisfies e1 -DP with

e1 = 2h log

1 − 12 f
1
2



f

.

The instantaneous randomized response satisfies e2 -DP with

e2 = h log

q ∗ (1 − p ∗ )
p ∗ (1 − q ∗ )



where q∗ is the probability of observing 1 in S when the underlying Bloom filter
bit was set, given by
q∗ = Pr (Si = 1|bi = 1) =

1
f ( p + q ) + (1 − f ) q
2

and p∗ the probability of observing 1 in S when the underlying Bloom filter bit
was not set, given by
p∗ = Pr (Si = 1|bi = 0) =

1
f ( p + q) + (1 − f ) p.
2

The total level of privacy e equals e1 + e2 . With larger values for h, the level
of privacy degrades whereas with f approaching one, privacy improves as this
introduces more random into the result.

5.1.3 Data Analyses

To perform analyses on the user data, the noise has to be separated from the signal,
the real user data. This noise extraction is performed per cohort, and after the
analyses, the results from each cohort are combined. The true probability of a
specific bit ti being set in the real user data can be calculated from the observed
probability ci of this bit being set.
We know that, due to the protocol
ci =

f
f
q + p + (1 − f )ti q + (1 − f )(1 − ti ) p
2
2
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Figure 5.3: With three possible answers a1 , a2 , a3 , a Bloom filter size of k = 3, and 2
hash functions per Bloom filter, the matrix X could have the following
shape. Each column has h = 2 ones and the ones represent which bits
are set to encode the answer ai . E.g., answer a1 is encoded by bits b1 and
b2 being set.

which can be solved to ti as follows
f
f
q − p = (1 − f )(ti q + (1 − ti ) p)
2
2
f
f
ci − 2 q − 2 p
= ti q + p − ti p
(1 − f )

⇔

ci −

⇔
f

f

f

f

⇔

ci − 2 q − 2 p
p (1 − f )
−
= ti ( q − p )
(1 − f )
(1 − f )

⇔

ci − 2 q − 2 p − p + f p
− = ti
(1 − f )(q − p)
f

⇔

f

ci − 2 q + 2 p − p
− = ti .
(1 − f )(q − p)

To obtain the counts for the possible user answers from the counts of the bits, [69]
proposed the following procedure. We can multiply the probabilities ti with N, the
number of users in the data sample, to obtain the estimate of the true counts t̂i
for each bit. With these estimated counts, we can construct a vector ~y of t̂i s, with
i ∈ [ k ].
We can also construct a matrix X of size k × M, where M is the number of candidate
answers that the user could have given and k is the number of bits in the Bloom
filters. This matrix encodes in every row to which Bloom filter bits the corresponding answer is mapped. These entries are set to 1 in the matrix, the other entries are
set to 0, resulting in a sparse matrix. Figure 5.3 shows an example for a matrix X
within one cohort. Due to the small size of the matrix in the example (3 × 3), it is
not spare. In reality, however, it is sparse, as the number of possible answers and
bits in the Bloom filters are much larger than the number of hash functions.
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With vector ~y and matrix X, we end up with the equation system

~y = X ω
~.
~ is unknown. It represents the counts of occurrences for each possible
The vector ω
answer. Take as an example matrix X from Figure 5.3. And let the estimates of
counts be


6000
~y = 7000 .
5000
~ from the linear equation system
We then need to calculate the vector ω


 
 
6000
1 1 0
ω1
7000 = 1 0 1 ω2  .
5000
0 1 1
ω3
This yields ω1 = 4000, ω2 = 2000, and ω3 = 3000, and thus, the number of times
that answer a1 , a2 , and a3 were given is restored from the noisy user answers.

~ analytically might be impossible due to fact that ~y is
In reality, calculating ω
only a reconstruction of the original user data from the noisy answers. Thus, it
~ can solve the equation. Instead, we can
might still contain noise such that no ω
~ . This regression should not allow
use linear regression [119] to approximate ω
~ , as these would represent negative counts for certain
negative numbers in ω
answers. Furthermore, to prevent the model from finding coefficients that are
not significantly different from zero and, thus, not distinguishable from noise,
some form of regularization should be performed. Regularization is a concept
to prevent the model from overfitting to a dataset, i.e., learning the dataset by
heart without generalizing enough. This is problematic because without sufficient
generalization, the model also learns the noise in the dataset and not only the true
data distribution. Regularization discourages learning too complex models and
thereby helps to capture only the true data distribution [14].
In the Google RAPPOR paper [69], the authors propose performing two regressions
~ , namely
on the data to approximate ω
1. lasso regression [154] to select candidate answers with non-zero coefficients
and
2. regular least squares regression [119] using the selected candidates.
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Lasso stands for least absolute shrinkage and selection operator and is a regression
analysis method that performs variable selection and regularization at once with
the aim of enhancing the accuracy of the resulting model and making it better
interpretable. Lasso forces the sum of the absolute value of the regression coefficients to be less than a fixed value. This penalizes very large coefficients to prevent
overfitting and forces certain coefficients to be set to zero, effectively choosing
a simpler model that does not include those coefficients. It, thus, achieves the
regularization in the model.
A possible reason to use another linear regression after the lasso regression, and
not to just use the estimates of the counts for possible answers produced by the
lasso regression might be to separate the model selection process from the actual
regression. Moreover, by performing the two regressions after each other, the
estimates of the second regression are more accurate. This is, because the linear
regression is performed only on the candidate answers that are kept after the
regularization and not on all possible candidate answers [83]. After performing the
regular least squares regression, only the counts that are statistically significant are
kept.
[71] proposed a different decoding algorithm for the original RAPPOR mechanism
that expands it by two additional features. The first feature consists of the possibility
to study association between multiple attributes. This accounts for the fact that
attributes are often more meaningful in association with other attributes. The
second feature enables to estimate counts over unknown dictionaries. This is
practical because in many scenarios, data elements are not known in advance to
the analysis.

5.1.4 Application

The development of the RAPPOR algorithm was motivated by the need of cloud
service operators to collect up-to-date statistics about the activity of their users
and their client-side software [69]. Currently, the most popular application of the
algorithm is its deployment in Google’s Chrome web browser where it serves to
collect data about Chrome users [31].
In this use case, the advantage of using Bloom filters comes into place, because
the possible user answers to analysis questions consist of URLs. URLs are noncategorical data, very similar to random stings. Furthermore, considering all pages
and their sub pages, there is a very large number of possible answers. For this
reason and for the reason of new URLs being created at all times, the answers can
not be predicted very precisely by the operator.
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For the Chrome web browser 159 report metrics are specified, 47 of which are
currently deprecated [31]. With the reported data, probabilistic information about
Chrome users’ browsing patterns, behaviors, preferred homepages, search engines,
etc. can be analyzed. This offers business insights to the operator, but can also be
used to prevent security risks: homepages and search engines are often targeted
by malicious software and changed without the users’ consent. To detect this, it
is crucial to understand the distribution of these settings on a large number of
Chrome installations [69].
Apart from the reporting metrics, the Chrome web browser implementation also
defines two different levels of noise: In normal noise, f = 0.5, q = 0.75, and p = 0.25,
and in sparse noise, f = 0.25, q = 0.75, and p = 0.25 [31]. For each reporting metric,
a separate privacy budget is accounted for.

5.1.5 Critique

There are several drawbacks and limitations of the RAPPOR algorithm, that need
to be analyzed.
First of all, the memorization only effectively provides longterm privacy if the true
user values do not change over time, or change in an uncorrelated fashion. When
the true values in the consecutive reports are temporally correlated, DP guarantees
deviate from their normal levels and become weaker. To deal with this problem, the
operator would have to stop collection after a certain number of reports or increase
the noise level exponentially [69].
Correlation is also the largest problem in the application of the RAPPOR algorithm
in the Chrome Web browser. When analyzing the metrics defined by [31], one can
easily see, that many of these metrics are correlated. Take as an example the metric
AppBanner.NativeApp.Shown, that reports the URL of a site that displayed an app
banner on an android device and AppBanner.NativeApp.Dismissed, that reports
the URL of a site on which the user explicitly dismissed the app banner. However,
to dismiss a banner, the banner first has to be shown. Thus, if a user dismisses a
banner, two separate metrics, having their own privacy budget, report the same
information, namely which site opened a banner. Hence, the information that “User
A visited site B” is more vulnerable to disclosure than it should be which shows
that Google seems not to have implemented the system as differentially private as
possible [37].
Another possible drawback of the original RAPPOR algorithm is that the candidate
answers for analyses must be known in advance to construct the matrix X. In
general, but also in the example of the Chrome web browser, this might be very
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difficult. This can lead to missing some important responses. However, without loss
of privacy, RAPPOR analyses can be re-run on a collection of responses to consider
new strings and cases missed without the need to re-run the data collection step [69].
Thus, this drawback can be mitigated by running several analyses. Furthermore,
the expansion proposed by [71] allows analyses on unknown candidate answers on
the expense of increased computational complexity.
The last and possibly most difficult drawback to deal with is that operators could
use the fact that users generally have multiple accounts and multiple devices. The
problem with this is that the users may unknowingly participate multiple times in
a report, creating multiple permanent randomized responses for the same answers.
This outruns the advantages of memorization and may allow the operators to learn
more information about a user than specified by e. Identifying the same user over
several devices is very difficult, however the operator could mitigate the problem by
running collections only per account and sharing the same permanent randomized
response over all devices using this account [69].

5.2 Apple
For Apple, as well as for Google, gaining insight into properties of their overall
user population is crucial to improve their systems. To perform analyses to identify,
for example, popular emojis or popular health data types, in a privacy preserving
manner, Apple introduced three DP algorithms similar to Google’s RAPPOR. The
DP system was launched for the first time in macOS Sierra and iOS 10 [5]. In the
following section, we will present the system architecture in which Apple deploys
DP. Afterwards, we will depict the algorithms that Apple has developed to collect
and analyze user data, together with their underlying data structures and their
levels of privacy. At the end, we will show the use cases in which Apple applies
the algorithms and discuss possible drawbacks of the system.

5.2.1 System Architecture

The system that Apple has deployed to perform privacy preserving data analyses
is, as well as the Google RAPPOR algorithm, a local DP approach to avoid the need
of a trusted data collector [6]. Its structure is outlined in Figure 5.4. Within this
system architecture, Apple uses three algorithms that are comparable to Google’s
RAPPOR algorithm. Each of the three algorithms that are depicted more in detail in
Section 5.2.2 consists of a client-side algorithm that coordinates the data collection
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Figure 5.4: The structure of the system architecture used by Apple for their privacy
preserving data analysis. The data on the user side is directly randomized and transmitted to Apple’s restricted access servers once per day
over a TLS encrypted channel. On the server, the Ingestor collects all
incoming user data, separates the records per use case, removes the
meta data and permutes the rows. The Aggregator uses the DP algorithms to generate privacy preserving histograms. These are the basis
for the statistics that are distributed to the different Apple teams that
are concerned by them.
on the clients’ devices and a server-side algorithm that runs on Apple’s restricted
access servers and is responsible to perform the data analyses.

On the User’s Device

In the system, a user has the possibility to decide whether he wants to contribute
private reports about his data for analyses or not. He can change his decision at any
point of time in the system settings. When a user decides to participate with his
data, the collection of events on his device begins. Every event (e.g. typing an emoji
on the keyboard) is directly privatized by the respective client-side algorithm and
the privatized record is stored without meta data, like a device ID or a timestamp.
After a certain delay, the system samples records for transmission at random from
the stored ones. The transmission of privatized user records happens once per day
over a TLS encrypted channel and also without any device identifiers attached to
the data. The number of submissions per use case is restricted.

Apple’s Restricted Access Server

After the privatized user data arrives at one of Apple’s restricted access servers, two
processing steps are performed.
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1. Ingestion. During the ingestion step, any possible identifiers associated with
the data records, like timestamp of arrival and IP identifiers, are discarded,
as well as the association between multiple records. The records are then
separated based on their use case and for each use case, the ordering of the
privatized records is permuted randomly. The resulting data batches per use
case are forwarded to the next step.
2. Aggregation. In the aggregation step, Apple’s DP algorithms are used to
generate differentially private histograms over the counts of certain events
within the use cases. The data from multiple use cases is never combined. In
the histograms, only events with counts over a certain threshold T are kept.
Based on the outcome of the aggregation step, relevant statistics can be calculated
and distributed within the company.

5.2.2 Algorithms

To compute the histograms, Apple proposed three local DP algorithms for frequency
estimation of a dataset, namely Count Mean Sketch (CMS), Hadamard Count Mean
Sketch (HCMS), and Sequence Fragment Puzzle (SFP). The first two operate on
known dictionary settings. This means, that the elements, whose counts need to be
estimated, have to be known prior to analysis. This setting is the same as within
the original RAPPOR algorithm. The latter one operates on unknown dictionary
settings, thus, it is not necessary to know beforehand for which elements the
frequencies are to be determined [6].
All three algorithms rely heavily on a data structure called count-min sketch and on
count sketch algorithms [33] performed on it.

Count-Min Sketch

The count-min sketch is a probabilistic data structure that can be used as a frequency
table of events coming from a data stream. It is very similar to the Bloom filter data
structure. It also uses hash functions to map from events to frequencies, and similar
to Bloom filters, the hash table size can be reduced at the expense of overcounting
some events due to hash collisions.
The actual data structure is a two-dimensional matrix M, called sketch, with k rows
and m columns. The two parameters k and m have to be fixed before the sketch is
created and determine its time and space needs, as well as the resulting probability
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Figure 5.5: The example of adding three user-defined acronyms to a min-sketch
matrix with three hash functions. First, the acronym “lol” is inserted,
then “afk”, which produces a collision at the second hash function, and
then “lol” is added again. To estimatethe count of “afk”, one needs to
calculate min (h1 , o2 ), (h2 , o3 ), (h3 , o1 ) = min(1, 3, 1) = 1.
of errors in the frequency queries [33]. Assuming that I is the set of all possible
inputs. Associated to each of the k rows is a hash function h j : I → M for all j ∈ [k ]
with 1 ≤ j ≤ k and co-domain M = {1, . . . , m}, hence |M| = m. Additionally, all
k hash functions need to be pairwise independent.
Initially, all entries of sketch M must be set to zero. To add an event of type i to
the data structure, for each row j, apply the corresponding hash function h j (i ) to
obtain a column index and increment M j,h j (i) by one [33]. Figure 5.5 depicts an
example of adding elements to a count-min sketch.
To query the frequency of an element with type i, the estimate count is given by
the smallest value in the table for i, namely
âi = min M j,h j (i) .
j

Intuitively, we can understand this in a way, that every row is a counter for the event
i. Due to hash collisions, these counters are noisy. With the min-sketch approach,
we select the counter with the least noise. But still, by doing so, for each i it for the
true frequency that it is less or equal to the estimated frequency, i.e., ai ≤ âi . Hence,
in every count, the frequency of the elements is overestimated which introduces a
bias.
To deal with this problem, [43] proposed subtracting the expected bias from the
counts leading to
b j = M j,h j (i) −

n − M j,h j (i)
m−1

(5.1)

with n being the total number of events, and then calculating âi as the mean over
all b j ’s.
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âi =

1
k

k

∑ bj .

(5.2)

j =1

This can be referred to as mean sketch algorithm.
To understand Equation (5.1), we can think of it in the following way: the counter
M j,h j (i) consists of the true counts for event i and additional noise introduced by
the influence of the other events, that might, due to hash collisions be mapped to
the same matrix entry. To estimate how big the influence of these other events on
the counter for event i is, we can calculate their average influence to every other
counter of the m − 1 counters in that row by (n − M j,h j (i) )/(m − 1). Assuming that
they have the same influence to the counter for i, we can subtract this noise from
the count to de-bias the frequency.

5.2.2.1 Count Mean Sketch

Having understood the count-min sketch data structure, we can analyze the private
count mean sketch algorithm proposed by Apple. It is composed by a client-side
algorithm that is responsible for the randomization of the original user data and
a server-side algorithm that aggregates the privatized data and computes the
estimates for the true counts from the noisy data.
Given e, the number k of hash functions, the size m of their range, and a dictionary
with elements from our data distribution D 0 ⊆ D . The algorithm performs the
following steps.
1. Select a set of k three-wise independent hash functions mapping D to [m]
uniformly at random. This yields H = {h1 , ..., hk }.
2. Pass H and e to the client-side algorithm, that is performed on a data element
d, and collect the randomized user data.
3. Aggregate the randomized user data in a sketch matrix M.
4. Use the server-side algorithm to determine the estimates for the frequencies
of the elements d ∈ D 0 from M.
5. Output the histogram of frequencies.
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Algorithm 5.1 depicts the procedure on the client’s side. For
the data element d that the client wants to report (e.g., the event that a certain emoji
was used), one specific hash function is sampled at random from H. In the concrete
implementation, the data is encoded using variations of a SHA-256 hash [5]. Then,
vector ~v is created such that it contains 1 at index h j (d) and −1 at every other index.
Then, the vector is randomized by flipping each bit with probability 1+1ee/2 . With


e/2
probability 1 − 1+1ee/2 = 1+e ee/2 , the bit stays the same. The randomized vector
together with the index j is then transmitted to the server. There, it is added to a
row in the sketch matrix.
Client-Side Algorithm.

Algorithm 5.1 Client-Side CMS algorithm, adapted from [6, Algorithm 2]

6:

function Client-Side CMS(d ∈ D , e, H)
j ← sampled uniformly at random from [k ], to select h j ∈ H.
~v ← (−1, −1, . . . , −1) ∈ Rm with −1 at every component.
Set ~vh j (d) ← 1.
~v˜ ← ~v, where sign of every element of ~v is flipped with probability

return ~v˜, index j

7:

end function

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

1
.
1+ee/2

On server side, the incoming privatized data records are
combined into a sketch matrix M by Algorithm 5.2.
Compute Sketch Matrix

Algorithm 5.2 Compute Sketch Matrix, adapted from [6, Algorithm 3]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

function Compute Sketch Matrix(D = {(~v˜ (1) , j(1) ), ..., (~v˜ (n) , j(n) )}, e, k, m)
e/2 +1
.
Set ce ← eee/2 −
1
for i ∈ {1, ..., n} do


Set ~x̃ (i) ← k · c2e ~ṽ(i) + 12~1 .
end for
Initialize sketch matrix M = {0}k×m .
for i ∈ {1, ..., n} do
for l ∈ {1, ..., m} do
(i )
M j(i) ,l ← M j(i) ,l + ~x̃l .
end for
end for
return M.
end function

Understanding what happens in line 4 of Algorithm 5.2 as described in [6] is not
very intuitive. To understand better, why the algorithm really outputs a sketch
matrix with the estimated counts, it helps to consider several points individually.
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1. The multiplication by k. As we have seen in the centralized min-sketch data
structure, adding an event causes k counters, corresponding each to a row
in the sketch matrix, to be incremented by 1. In the distributed setting of the
mean sketch algorithm, each event only causes one counter to be incremented.
To maintain the properties of the data structure, the vector which is added
is multiplied by k. Thus, instead of incrementing k counters by a value, one
counter is incremented by k times this value. When adding a large number of
events n, this corresponds to the outcome of the centralized version, as the
rows j are sampled uniformly at random.
2. The assignment of ( c2e ~ṽ(i) + 12~1) to ~x̃ (i) . To understand the implications of this
term, it helps to consider the values of ce . We can see that lim ce = 1 and
e→∞

lim ce = ∞. Thus, with large e (weak privacy), this term corresponds to

e →0

≈ ( 21 ~ṽ(i) + 12~1), mapping the privatized user vector ~ṽ(i) ∈ {−1, 1}m to a vector
∈ {0, 1}m , in which the −1 is replaced by 0 and 1 stays 1. With small e
(stronger privacy), the −1 and 1 are replaced by large negative or positive
numbers respectively.
e/2

1
. This choice of ce is crucial to obtain a sketch matrix
3. The choice of ce = eee/2 +
−1
with the correct approximated counts. To prove this, we analyze the expected
value for each matrix entry.

To argue about the choice for ce , we need to introduce some notation. Let B ∈
e/2
{−1, 1} denote a random variable that is 1 with probability 1+e ee/2 . This B is used for
the randomization process of the original vector ~v of user data, in which every bit
e/2
stays the same with probability 1+e ee/2 . Furthermore, let J denote a random variable

drawn uniformly at random from [k ]. We set the encoding vector ~v(i) ∈ {−1, 1}m
to be −1 everywhere, except at position h J (d(i) ), where d(i) is the data entry for i.
To prevent the need for too many superscripts, we denote the h j (d)th index of ~v(i)
as v(i) [h j (d)]. The entry of every cell ( j, h j (d)) in the sketch matrix for data record i
can be written as
!
(i ) [ h ( d )] + 1]
c
Bv
e
j
(i )
Yj (d) = k
1{ J = j } ,
(5.3)
2
(i )

where Yj (d) is non-zero only if and only if J = j [6]. This is expressed by 1{ J = j} .
Note. If ith data entry d(i) = d, then the cell content v(i) [h j (d)] = 1. This is because
in this cell, the counter was incremented by one with probability 1 according to
the protocol for the construction of the sketch matrix. If d(i) 6= d, then v(i) [h j (d)] =
1 with probability 1/m. This is because the hash function could wrongly map
another data element to the same value due to hash collisions. The probability 1/m
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results from the fact that H is chosen uniformly at random from the three-wise
independent hash functions with ranges of size m.
We can now consider the expected value for the cells in the sketch matrix for both
cases, d(i) = d and d(i) 6= d, and use the fact that E[ B] = c1e .
Case 1: d(i) = d
"

#
(i ) [ h ( d )] + 1]
c
Bv
e
j
(i )
E[Yi (d)] = kE
| J = j Pr [ J = j]
2
#
"
ce Bv(i) [h j (d)] + 1]
=E
2
#
"
ce B · 1 + 1
=1
=E
2

Case 2: d(i) 6= d
"

(i )
E[Yi (d)]

#
ce Bv(i) [h j (d)] + 1]
= kE
| J = j Pr [ J = j]
2
! "
#
"
#
ce B · (−1) + 1
ce B · 1 + 1
1
1
= 1−
E
+ E
m
2
m
2
!
1
1
1
= 1−
·0+ ·1 =
m
m
m

This shows us that, with the given choice of ce , the expected values in the sketch
matrix correspond to correct estimates for the true counts.

The server-side algorithm uses the sketch matrix to estimate the count for a data element d ∈ D . It does so by de-biasing the counts and
averaging over the corresponding hash entries in M. The procedure is presented in
Algorithm 5.3.
Server-Side Algorithm.

To understand that the estimation of the counts really produces a de-biased mean
sketch as defined by Equation (5.2) on page 68, we can rearrange the equation for
f˜(d).
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Algorithm 5.3 Server-Side CMS algorithm, adapted from [6, Algorithm 4]
function Server-Side CMS(d ∈ D , e, M ∈ Rk×m , H, number of data elements
n)
2:
Construct f˜ : D → R where
!
!
k
m
1
n
f˜(d) =
Ml,hl (d) −
m−1
k l∑
m
=1

1:

return f˜(d)
4: end function

3:

m
m−1

f˜(d) =
1
=
k
1
=
k

=

1
k

=

1
k

k

∑

l =1

!

1 k
n
Ml,hl (d) −
∑
k l =1
m

!

Ml,hl (d) · m
nm
−
m−1
m ( m − 1)

k

!

Ml,hl (d) · m − 1
Ml,hl (d) · 1
n
+
−
∑
m−1
m−1
m−1
l =1
!
k
Ml,h (d)
n
∑ Ml,hl (d) + m −l 1 − m − 1
l =1
!
k
n − Ml,hl (d)
,
∑ Ml,hl (d) − m − 1
l =1

!

which is exactly the formulation of the de-biased mean sketch as given by Equations (5.1) and (5.2) on page 67.

5.2.2.2 Hadamard Count Mean Sketch

As stated above, the number of errors for the estimated counts of events depends
on the size of the sketch matrix M. The larger M is, the smaller is the error rate. To
improve the accuracy of their estimates even in large datasets or datasets from a
wide-spread data distribution, Apple decided to increase the size of M by increasing
k and m. But this would lead to the users having to report larger vectors to the
server, resulting in a consumption of their bandwidth. To avoid this situation,
Apple developed the HCMS algorithms which still forms a k × m sketch matrix on
the server, but only needs one-bit reports from the user. This bit is created from the
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vector ~v on the client side by performing the Hadamard transform [90]. For a more
detailed description of the HCMS, see [6].

5.2.2.3 Sequence Fragment Puzzle

The previous two algorithms assume that there is a known dictionary D 0 ⊆ D over
which the server can enumerate to estimate the counts for all data entries d ∈ D 0 .
However, this assumption does not always hold. An example for a scenario with
an unknown dictionary is the addition of new words learned from the user input
to the pre-defined dictionary. Brute-forcing the process of finding popular new
words by assuming D 0 to contain all possible words of all possible lengths and
enumerating over them is computationally too complex. It furthermore yields too
many false positives due to the addition of noise.
As a solution, Apple introduced the SFP algorithm [6]. It is presented in the
following for strings of length 10 (longer strings are truncated and shorter ones
are padded with spaces), but the approach can easily be generalized to arbitrarylength strings. The algorithm is composed, as well as the previous algorithms, by a
client-side algorithm that is responsible for the randomization of the original user
data and a server-side algorithm that aggregates the privatized data and computes
the estimates for the true counts from the noisy data.
Given a dataset d(0) , ..., d(n) ∈ D (n) , two privacy budgets e, e0 , the numbers k, k0 of
hash functions, the sizes m, m0 of their ranges, a hash function h : D → [256], and a
threshold T . The algorithm performs the following steps.
1. Select a set of k three-wise independent hash functions mapping D to [m]
uniformly at random. This yields H = { h1 , ..., hk }.
2. Select a set of k0 three-wise independent hashes mapping D to [m0 ] uniformly
at random. This yields H0 = { h10 , ..., h0k }.
3. Pass H, H0 , hash function h, and e, e0 to the client-side algorithm that is
performed on a user string d – which we are referring to as ~s to indicate that
it is a vector of characters – and collect the randomized user data.
4. Aggregate the randomized user data.
5. Use the server-side algorithm to determine a dictionary D and frequencies
for all data elements d ∈ D .
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Algorithm 5.4 depicts the procedure on the client side.
~s[i : j] denotes the characters in ~s starting at index i and ending at index j. The
algorithm first calculates a small range hash function h on the string ~s. Then, a
two-character sequence from the stings ~s is sampled uniformly at random from
the odd indices l ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} to construct a substring ~s[l : l + 1]1 . Vector ~r is
calculated as a concatenation of the output of the small range hash function h on ~s
and the two-character substring. The CMS algorithm is then used to randomize ~r
and ~s.
Client-Side Algorithm.

Algorithm 5.4 Client-Side SFP algorithm, adapted from [6, Algorithm 9]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

function Client-Side SFP(~s ∈ D , (e, e0 ), (H, H)0 , h)
l ← sampled uniformly at random from {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}.
Set ~r ← h(~s)k~s[l : l + 1].
α ← Client-Side CMS(~r, e0 , H0 )
β ← Client-Side CMS(~s, e, H)
return (α, β, l ).
end function

The aim of concatenating the small hash value with the two-character strings in ~r is
to correlate the two-character fragment with the full word in which it appears.

Algorithm 5.5 shows the process on server side. First, a
frequency oracle is determined over all new words that the users have used (line 3).
Then, for every index l, another frequency oracle is calculated over the randomized
vectors ~ri being sampled at index l (line 7). Afterwards, every combination of
ω ∈ [256] (possible outputs of hash function h) and all two-character strings from
the given alphabet, are presented to the frequency oracles for each index l to
determine which substrings appear with highest frequency at this index (line
10-13). To build the possible words, the Cartesian product of all the most frequent
two-character substrings, is calculated (line 16-17). Finally, the first frequency oracle
determines the frequencies for the words resulting from this process.
Server-Side Algorithm.

Line 12-13 show that the algorithm iterates over all possible two-character fragments.
If these fragments were not correlated to the word they were taken out from by
h(~s), at this point, there might be fragments that have very large counts in each
position but are not part of any word, thus leading to false positives [6].
The paper [6] does not give any indication on how to choose the threshold T .
1 Note

that it is possible to use substrings of arbitrary length, but that substrings of length 2 are
used for easier exposition.
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Algorithm 5.5 Server-Side SFP algorithm, adapted from [6, Algorithm 10]
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

function Server-Side SFP(Client submission (α(i) , β(i) , l (i) ), (e, e0 ), (H, H)0 , T )
Create sketch M ← Compute Sketch Matrix( β(1) , ..., β(n) ; e, k, m).
Create frequency oracle f˜(·.) with Server-Side CMS(·; M, e, H).
for l ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} do
Denote Sl ⊆ [n] as the set of client records that have selected index l.
Create sketch Ml ← Compute Sketch Matrix(α(i) : i ∈ Sl ; e0 , k0 , m0 ).
Use Server-Side CMS(·; Ml , e0 , H0 ) to create a frequency oracle f˜l (·)
end for
Initialize a dictionary D ← ∅.
for l ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} do
Initialize Ql ← ∅.
Fill Ql with T tuples (ω k~s) with the largest counts f˜l (ω k~s)
for ~s ∈ Ω2 , ω ∈ [256] for alphabet Ω.
end for
for ω ∈ [256] do
Form the Cartesian product of two-character strings in

Q(ω ) = {q1 k...kq9 : ω kql ∈ Ql for l ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}}.
end for
for ~s ∈ Q(ω ) do
D ← D ∪ {~s}.
end for
return Dictionary D and frequencies f˜(d) for d ∈ D .
end function

5.2.3 Level of DP

In their paper, Apple shows that CMS and HCSM are e-differentially private algorithms. Due to the composition, SFP is an (e + e0 )-differentially private algorithm.
For a proof see [6].

5.2.4 Applications

Currently, Apple uses their DP algorithms to perform analyses of the following
features [5, 6]
1. QuickType Suggestions to identify most popular words to suggest to the user
while he is typing.
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2. Discovering New Words to learn new words from user inputs that are not
present in the lexicons.
3. Emoji Suggestions to suggest emojis to the user based on what he is typing.
4. Discovering Popular Emojis to identify the most popular emojis across the user
base.
5. Lookup Hints to provide lookup suggestions to a user.
6. Safari Energy Draining Domains to detect websites that cause high energy drain
due to CPU usage.
7. Safari Autoplay Intent Detection (macOS High Sierra) to infer default auto-play
policies for websites based on user behavior.
8. Safari Crashing Domains (iOS 11) to detect crashing websites.
9. Health Type Usage (iOS 10.2) to learn popular health types for future improvement of the Health app. No user data is included, only which health data
types are edited by the user.
For each of these features, Apple grants a certain privacy budget e per day and
and limits the number of submissions. Table 5.2 provides an overview over the
properties for each feature as taken from [5, 6]. If no information is published about
a certain value, the cell is left empty.
Some choices of feature properties are worth to be analyzed more in detail. The
first one is the choice of e, together with the number of data donations per user
per day. It seems reasonable to treat sensitive user health data more carefully (by
assigning a smaller e to them) than websites visited with Safari. The second one
is that, to report Safari domains causing high energy consumption or providing
Auto-play options, Apple does not use the SFP algorithm that would make it
possible to discover properties of domains not listed in a pre-defined dictionary.
Instead, they rely on a dictionary containing 250000 domains. This is a similar
approach to the RAPPOR algorithm, in which Google also performs their analyses
only on a set of pre-defined domains. Possible reasons for Apple to choose CMS
over the more flexible SFP could be that the information about the 250000 most
popular websites is sufficient for these use cases, or that the SFP algorithm has a
higher computational complexity than the CMS on strings with arbitrary lengths.
Another interesting choice when it comes to reporting about Safari domains is that
m for the high energy consuming domains is much larger than for Auto-play intent
domains, whereas its k is much smaller. This justifies why the first one uses HCMS
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Feature

Algorithm

QuickType Suggestions
Discovering New Words

SFP

Safari Auto-play Intent

k

8

CMS

4

d
2

1024

2048

/
1

1024

65536

2600

4

2

HCMS

4

32768

1024

250000

2

CMS

8

1024

65536

250000

2

Safari Crashing Domains
Health Type Usage

p

4

Lookup Hints
Safari Energy Draining Domains

m

8

Emoji Suggestions
Discovering Popular Emojis

e

2
CMS

2

256

65536

1

Table 5.2: Overview of feature properties, where p denotes the size of the underlying dictionary, if counts for a known dictionary are to be estimated, and
d denotes the number of donations per day. Also the privacy budget e is
granted on daily basis. Empty cells suggest that Apple has not published
any data about that feature property.
and the latter CMS. Even though the resulting sketch matrix about the Auto-play
feature is larger than the one for the energy consumption, the rows (which the
users report) are much smaller (1024 × 1) vs. (32768 × 1).

5.2.5 Critique

There has been some severe critique on Apple’s implementation and deployment
of DP.
The first critique was that, when freshly deployed, Apple did not provide any
information about the implementation or the choice of the privacy parameters of
their DP mechanisms. The only hints about the algorithms used were three patents
taken out by Apple employees at that time [151–153]. It took researchers several
month to explore the system and estimate the privacy budgets [149]. Only when
these results were presented did Apple publish about their DP system [6].
The researchers did also find that Apple awards a fresh privacy budget to each
user and metric every day. Therefore, the privacy budget is increased by the daily
e every 24 hours. This yields two severe problems. First, due to composition, the
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daily privacy budgets add up, resulting in an unbounded privacy loss over the
user’s lifetime. Second, if the privacy budget is not consumed daily, e.g., if a user
does not create any data records, it accumulates over several days. The next time
the user creates data for submission, the whole accumulated budget can be spent
in one session, thereby, causing large privacy loss.
Another point of criticism was that Apple performs the analyses on data batches
containing three month of user data. As every user is allowed to donate new data
every day, there are weeks worth of user data in a single analysis, leading to a
decrease in privacy [37].
Furthermore, as we have seen, the choice of e is important to truly protect the users’
privacy. According to experts, 0 ≤ e ≤ 1 is a good choice for e. When looking at
Table 5.2, we see that Apple uses an e of up to 16 (2 · 8) for their metrics per day,
thus, only yielding very weak privacy protection [78].
At last, even though Apple praises its system for implementing local DP algorithms,
it seems that they undermine the advantages of a local approach: Apple collects
data for the described metrics and claims that data from different metrics is
never merged together. The user has no choice but trusting Apple with this claim.
However, in its pure form, a local approach should supersede the need for trust in
any party. It might seem that the metrics, such as health data types and the use
of emojis, are uncorrelated anyways, resulting in a lower need for trust. But, just
because no one can find a relation between such metrics now, does not mean that it
does not exist and that someone who discovers it could use it in a malicious way.
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The previous chapters gave a broad overview of many aspects of DP. As a result,
we understand that DP is better suited for some types of data than for others.
Especially in data with strong correlations, the privacy provided by DP is worse
than initially suggested. Furthermore, the practicability of DP depends heavily
on the application. Whereas the application of the Laplace mechanism on data
mining tasks that depend on counting queries is straightforward and can achieve
reasonable results, it has proven non-trivial even for the most basic machine
learning algorithms like linear regression.
The experimental part of this thesis in Chapter 4 implies that specific DP mechanisms do not achieve high or low quality results per se. The same mechanism
can yield results of different quality dependent on its application. Method 1, as
well as method 2, use the Laplace mechanism. In the first one, it is applied to
perturb the prediction output. This leads to the addition of so large amounts of
noise that the results are rendered useless for privacy preserving data analyses. In
the second one, it is used to perturbed the cost function instead of the prediction
output. This produces more accurate results even for smaller values of e, thus,
favoring privacy-preserving analyses.
The implementation also suggests that it is not trivial to transform a machine
learning algorithm in a way that it preserves DP. Even method 1, the naive approach, is based on many assumptions and requires a deep understanding of the
mathematical foundations of DP. Method 2, the functional mechanism, moreover,
depends on a deep mathematical knowledge to understand the procedure, e.g.,
transforming a function into its polynomial representation. To our knowledge, so
far, no libraries exist in any programming language offering DP implementations
for standard machine learning tasks, thereby, overcoming these problems. This renders the application of DP for the broad mass of machine learning users impossible
as they are lacking the required level of knowledge about DP.
Chapter 5 shows that the importance of privacy-preserving data analysis in the real
world is so high that influential companies put a lot of effort into designing their
own DP applications. But contrary to their claims about providing absolute privacy
preservation for their users, their implementations have some major drawbacks.
In our opinion, the largest danger that comes with this is that the users gain a
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wrong feeling of security and are, therefore, more willing to share their private
data without understanding the potential risks. Apple furthermore promotes that
its users have the free choice to participate in the analyses with their data or not. In
general, this is a good idea, however, we consider this choice problematic. This is
because the mechanisms are so complex and difficult to understand that the vast
majority of users can not make an informed choice and might therefore tend to trust
in the promises of perfect privacy preservation more than they should.
Even for individuals who do understand the mechanisms, there is still the largest
drawback of DP, namely the choice of e. In the literature, we saw that there is no
consensus about it. The implementations in Chapter 4 imply that with increasing
e, the accuracy of the data analyses improves. Chapter 5 shows that in real-world
applications, the companies tend to prefer larger values for e, probably for that
exact reason. With the choice of e seeming arbitrary and being left to the operator,
real privacy preservation is doubtful.
In Chapter 1, we depicted the promised qualities of DP. Now, we can evaluate how
well these are implemented in practice. Indeed, the value e gives a concrete value to
quantify privacy loss. It furthermore enables to compare different mechanisms and
to define a maximum bound for tolerated privacy loss over multiple computations
(composition theorem) and in groups (group privacy). In principle, this works
well, however in real-world implementations, apart from the seemingly arbitrary
choice of this value e, there is another problem. To really ensure that the privacy
loss is bounded, it would be necessary to prevent any user who has consumed
his privacy budget from ever accessing the data again. It is highly questionable
that such a restriction can be realized because of the difficulty of re-identifying a
single user. Even in the simplest case, a database with restricted user access, after
a user has consumed his privacy budget, it is very difficult to prevent him from
actions such as simply creating a new user account and having a fresh privacy
budget. In potentially uncontrolled data publication, this problem is even more
difficult to overcome. This also challenges the last advertised property of DP, its
immunity to post processing. The problem with post processing is that even if it is
possible to ensure that a single user only has his limited and well-defined privacy
budget, there is still no possible way to prevent that several parties collude and
combine their privacy budgets or analysis results to achieve a privacy breach in a
DP setting.
Lastly, it is important to point out that DP does not prevent any individual from
being harmed by exhibiting some properties. Take as an example the property if
someone is a smoker. If an analysis is conducted to find out about the influence
of smoking on lung cancer, DP ensures to the individual that his participation in
the dataset stays undetected. This is achieved by ensuring that the results of the
analysis on the dataset are approximately the same whether or not the individual
is in the data. This, however, also implies that the findings from the analysis are
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more or less the same independent of the participation of the individual. If it is
found that smoking indeed causes lung cancer and health insurances, therefore,
decide to raise the insurance prices for smokers, the individual is still harmed by
these findings, even if his participation in the data is dissimulated.
All in all, DP seems to be a promising concept. Its implementation is a step into
the right direction on the way of performing privacy preserving data analyses.
However, to really become applicable, the choice of a value for e would have to
become more tangible. Further research should, therefore, focus on translating e
into something human-understandable in the form of “If I donate my data to this
dataset, with the given value for e, this and that would have to happen to reveal this
and that property about me.” Moreover, DP versions of standard machine learning
algorithms should be implemented as libraries for the common programming
languages to make the use of privacy preserving analysis methods accessible for
every user even if he does not possess the background knowledge about DP.
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